### Electronic Circuit Symbols and Diagrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connected wires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconnected wires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (+) voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground connection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-emitting diode (LED)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPN Bipolar Transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Mosfet Transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic speaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric buzzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console Rotation Sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console Touch Sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console Magnet Sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet Switch Sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Resistor Color Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>1st Digit</th>
<th>2nd Digit</th>
<th>3rd Digit</th>
<th>4th Digit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>+/- 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fourth band indicates the band is the tolerance.
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A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR...

You are about to enter the world of electronic sensors. It's a fascinating place where you will experiment with electronic devices that respond to touch, pressure, magnetism, light, temperature, and rotation. When you build and experiment with the projects in this lab kit, you will have fun while learning how electronic circuits respond to the world around them. I hope you enjoy experimenting with these projects as much as I did designing them.

Forrest M. Mims III
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB

1. ALWAYS PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO THE OFF POSITION (DOWN) BEFORE BUILDING OR MODIFYING A CIRCUIT AND WHEN YOU ARE NOT USING THE SENSORS LAB.

2. IF A CIRCUIT FAILS TO WORK PROPERLY WHEN THE POWER SWITCH IS PUSHED ON (UP), PUSH THE SWITCH OFF (DOWN) UNTIL YOU FIND AND CORRECT THE PROBLEM (SEE PAGE 22).

3. OVERHEATED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MAY EMIT A DISTINGUISHABLE ODOR. VERY IMPORTANT: IF YOU NOTICE AN ODOR AFTER SWITCHING THE POWER SWITCH ON, PUSH THE SWITCH OFF AND CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR POSSIBLE ERRORS.


5. THE THREE POTENTIOMETERS (POTS) HAVE BUILT-IN SERIES RESISTORS TO LIMIT (REDUCE) CURRENT. WHEN USING THE LOOSE LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES (LEDs), ALWAYS INCLUDE A SERIES RESISTOR OF AT LEAST 570 OHMS. SEE ANY PROJECT THAT USES AN LED.

6. BEFORE USING THE 4001 DIGITAL LOGIC CHIP AND THE POWER FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB, REMOVE ANY STATIC CHARGE ON YOUR BODY BY TOUCHING A METAL PIPE, LARGE METAL OBJECT OR SCREW ON A LIGHT SWITCH PLATE.

7. NEVER PULL ON THE WIRES OF THE REMOTE LINK WHEN REMOVING ITS PLUG FROM THE CONSOLE SENSOR SOCKET OR WHEN REMOVING A SENSOR CARD FROM THE REMOTE LINK SOCKET. ONE OR BOTH WIRES MAY COME LOOSE.

8. STORE THE SENSOR CARDS AND LOOSE PARTS PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB IN THE CONSOLE BAY. THE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND THE POWER FET TRANSISTOR SHOULD ALWAYS BE STORED IN THE CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC FOAM IN WHICH THEY WERE SHIPPED. WHILE BUILDING CIRCUITS, YOU CAN TEMPORARILY STORE PARTS YOU ARE USING BY INSERTING THEM INTO AN UNUSED PORTION OF THE BREADBOARD. BE SURE THAT NO COMPONENTS OR WIRES FROM YOUR CIRCUITS ARE PLUGGED INTO HOLES THAT LEAD TO UNUSED PARTS.

9. THE LED BARGRAPH READOUT CONSUMES MORE POWER THAN MOST OF THE CIRCUITS THAT YOU WILL BUILD. BE SURE TO PUSH THE DISPLAY MODE SWITCH TO THE OFF POSITION WHEN THE READOUT IS NOT BEING USED.

BATTERY INSTALLATION AND CARE

YOUR SENSORS LAB REQUIRES ONE 9-VOLT BATTERY. REMOVE THE BATTERY COVER ON THE BOTTOM OF THE CONSOLE, SNAP THE BATTERY CONNECTOR ONTO THE BATTERY TERMINALS AND REPLACE THE COVER.

A FRESH BATTERY WILL PROVIDE MANY HOURS OF OPERATION. WHEN THE BATTERY BECOMES WEAK, THE LED READOUT AND SOME OF THE PROJECTS WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY. BE SURE TO REPLACE THE BATTERY WHEN YOU NOTICE THESE SYMPTOMS.

BE SURE TO REMOVE THE 9-VOLT BATTERY IF YOU PLAN TO STORE YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB CONSOLE FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. "DO I HAVE TO BUILD THE PROJECTS IN THE ORDER THEY ARE GIVEN?"

NO. BUT IF YOU ARE NEW TO ELECTRONICS, OR IF THIS IS YOUR FIRST LAB KIT, BE SURE TO READ THE INTRODUCTORY PAGES THAT FOLLOW AND TO BUILD THE EXAMPLE CIRCUIT ON PAGES 18-21 BEFORE GOING FURTHER. YOU WILL THEN KNOW WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO HAVE THE MOST FUN WITH AND TO LEARN THE MOST FROM YOUR SENSORS LAB.

2. "THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO BUILD CIRCUITS. DO I HAVE TO FOLLOW THE CHECK LISTS?"

IF YOU ARE NEW TO ELECTRONICS, YES. WITH A LITTLE EXPERIENCE, YOU WILL SOON BE BUILDING THE CIRCUITS STRAIGHT FROM THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.

3. "WHAT DO I DO WHEN A CIRCUIT DOES NOT WORK?"

IF YOU FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS AND USE REASONABLE CARE, CIRCUITS SHOULD WORK THE FIRST TIME YOU PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. WHEN A CIRCUIT DOES NOT WORK, PUSH THE POWER SWITCH OFF AND TURN TO PAGE 22 FOR SOME TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS.

4. "IS IT OK TO MODIFY OR CHANGE THE CIRCUITS IN MY SENSORS LAB MANUAL?"

YES. EVEN AFTER YOU BUILD A CIRCUIT THERE ARE SOME EXTRA PARTS FOR MAKING CHANGES. BUT YOU MUST FOLLOW BASIC ELECTRONIC DESIGN GUIDELINES BEFORE MAKING SUCH CHANGES. OTHERWISE YOU MAY DAMAGE SENSITIVE PARTS LIKE ICs AND TRANSISTORS. IF YOU ARE NEW TO ELECTRONICS, WAIT UNTIL YOU’VE BUILT MOST OR ALL THE PROJECTS IN THIS MANUAL BEFORE MODIFYING CIRCUITS. BY THEN YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO DESIGN YOUR OWN CIRCUITS.

5. "CAN I USE THE CIRCUITS IN MY SENSORS LAB IN PROJECTS FOR SCHOOL OR AT WORK?"

GENERALLY, YES. BUT SINCE THE AUTHOR AND RADIO SHACK HAVE NO CONTROL OVER WHAT YOU DO WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB, WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES. FOR EXAMPLE, YOU SHOULD NEVER USE YOUR SENSORS LAB OR ITS CIRCUITS FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS, SAFETY DEVICES, TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS, OR ANY OTHER USE THAT MIGHT SOMEHOW RESULT IN DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OR INJURY TO YOU OR OTHERS.

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS (IEEE)

YOU WILL LEARN MUCH AND HAVE LOTS OF FUN AS YOU EXPLORE THE EXCITING WORLD OF SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS WITH YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB. YOU MIGHT EVEN THINK ABOUT FORMAL ELECTRONICS TRAINING SOME DAY. IF SO, YOU WILL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS (IEEE), THE WORLD’S LARGEST PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. YOU CAN FIND IEEE Magazines and Technical Journals at College Libraries. You can learn more about the IEEE by visiting its Web site (www. ieee.org).

Many IEEE Members first learned about Electronics by building circuits much like those in your Sensors Lab. They know that their work influences the lives, health, and safety of people throughout the world. Therefore, IEEE Members have committed themselves to practicing the highest ethical and professional conduct. Members agree to abide by a code of ethics that recognizes the importance of Honesty, Integrity, Fairness, and Safety. I hope these same principles will serve as your ethical compass as you explore the amazing world of Electronic Sensors.
THE CONSOLE ELECTRONIC PARTS

Many of the parts provided with your electronic sensors lab are not easily installed on the solderless breadboard. These parts are installed on the console. Connection springs make these parts very easy to use. Compare your sensors lab with the illustration below to become familiar with its many parts.

- PARTS STORAGE BAY
- TOUCH SENSOR
- BUZZER
- LED READOUT
- ROTATION SENSOR
- SENSOR SOCKET
- SPEAKER
- RADIO SHACK
- MAGNET SENSOR
- POWER SWITCH
- BREADBOARD
- POTENTIOMETERS (3)
- DISPLAY MODE SWITCH
- TRANSFORMER

Brief explanations for these parts are on the next page. You will learn much more about each part as you build the projects in this manual.
**POWER SWITCH**
The power switch applies power (+9 volts) to the breadboard.

**ROTATION SENSOR**
A small dc motor that produces a voltage when rotated.

**TOUCH SENSOR**
A pair of interleaved contacts that can be bridged by a finger tip or pressure-sensitive conductive foam plastic.

**MAGNET SENSOR**
A semiconductor magnet sensor known as a hall sensor.

**SENSOR SOCKET**
External sensors are plugged into the sensor socket.

**POTENTIOMETERS**
Potentiometers are adjustable resistors. Three different resistance values are installed on your console to provide design flexibility. Each includes a 470-ohm protection resistor between the center terminal and its spring.

**BREADBOARD**
You will build projects on the solderless breadboard. If the resistor leads bend when you first insert them into the new breadboard, loosen the contact holes by inserting a connection wire one or more times.

**TRANSFORMER**
The transformer consists of two coils of wire wound around a form made from thin plates of iron. A signal flowing through one coil is induced into the second coil. Circuits that cannot be connected directly to the speaker because of their low resistance are connected to the speaker through the transformer.

**SPEAKER**
The speaker transforms a fluctuating current into sound.

**BUZZER**
The buzzer produces a loud tone at a frequency of about 2000-2500 hertz.

**LED READOUT**
A 16-led readout that indicates voltage by a moving dot (dot mode) or by the height of a column of LEDs (bar graph mode).

**DISPLAY MODE SWITCH**
Selects between dot and bar graph mode of the led readout.
PARTS SUPPLIED WITH YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB

Your Electronic Sensors Lab is supplied with a generous assortment of components. Circuit symbols and drawings of each kind of part are given below. Avoid misplacing the parts by storing them in the console storage bay or in containers of your choice. Be sure to store static sensitive parts (power modules and most integrated circuits) in the original packaging or in electrically-conductive containers. Never store such parts in plastic bags.

**Connection Wires**

- 30 cm (Yellow/Yel)
- 20 cm (Blue/Blu)
- 10 cm (Red/Red)
- 5 cm (White/Wht)

Your Sensors Lab has a generous selection of connection wires. The wires are color-coded so they can be easily referred to in the project instructions using the abbreviations shown here.

**Resistors**

Resistors resist the flow of electricity. This makes them very useful for reducing current to light-emitting diodes, which can be damaged by too much current. Resistors are also used to divide a voltage into a smaller voltage. Resistors are used to increase the time required to charge capacitors and control the discharge of capacitors. They are also used to control the gain of amplifiers.

**Capacitors**

Capacitors store an electrical charge. Capacitors smooth a fluctuating signal. They block direct (or continuous) current while passing current pulses. Capacitors in series with resistors are used in circuits that measure time or generate a series of pulses. They are often used with resistors. Ceramic disk and electrolytic types are the most common, with the latter having the most capacity.

**Light-Emitting Diode (LED)**

Most light-emitting diodes (LEDs) emit light of one color. Your Sensors Lab includes two loose LEDs (red and green). The cathode lead is indicated by a flat spot in the rim at the base of each device. A row of 10 red readout LEDs is installed in the console. LEDs must usually be connected to a resistor to reduce current to a safe value. The console LEDs are equipped with resistors for this purpose.
BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR (NPN)

Bipolar transistors are like switches. Current flowing between the collector (C) and emitter (E) can be switched on or off by a current at the base (B). Transistors can also amplify by allowing a tiny, fluctuating signal at the base to control a much larger current. Transistor part numbers are printed on their front side. Various other numbers may also be present, so just look for the part numbers.

POWER FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR (MOSFET)

Metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) field-effect transistors (FETs) are excellent switches for current flowing between the source (S) and drain (D). They have very little resistance when turned on by a voltage at the gate (G). This means they can control much more current than bipolar transistors. They can also be used as amplifiers. Important: MOSFETs can be damaged by static electricity.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (ICs)

Integrated circuits (ICs) are microscopic electronic circuits etched on a sliver of silicon called a “chip” and installed in a plastic, metal or ceramic package with external leads or pins. As shown here, one end of an IC has an index marker (usually a small circle or notch) that identifies pin 1.

COMPASS

The compass is a liquid-filled capsule containing a miniature magnet mounted on a pivot point. A circular dial marked with compass directions is mounted over the magnet. When the compass is flat, the magnet will align itself with the magnetic field of the earth or a nearby magnet.

MAGNET

The powerful magnet supplied with your electronic sensors lab is made from metal alloys. It is installed in a holder with a hole for a string. Slip one end of the supplied string through the hole and tie it in place. This will allow you to swing the magnet like a pendulum. Caution: The magnet can erase magnetic computer disks. Always store the magnet in the parts compartment.

PRESSURE SENSOR

A small cylinder of black conductive foam plastic acts as a pressure sensor when inserted into the touch sensor opening. Gentle pressure on the foam plastic is easily detected by many different electronic circuits. The flat piece of black conductive foam that the ICs are shipped with can also act as a pressure sensor.
**ICs Provided with Your Electronic Sensors Lab**

The ICs supplied with your sensors lab are installed in dual-in-line packages or "DIPs." Each has an index marker (a small circle or a notch) near pin 1. Numbers and a logo or symbol are printed on each DIP. The part number may be on any row, and it will have a prefix (UC, LM, TIS, etc.) and other characters. Look at the chip at right. Can you find the part number? It's 4011. The other numbers are manufacturing and date codes. If the number is faint, shine bright light on the IC. You may need to tilt the IC to see the number.

**4011 Quad NAND Gate**

The 4011 is a CMOS logic chip with four independent NAND gates. You will use the 4011 to make simple oscillators (for buzzes and musical tones) and pulse generators (for flashing LEDs).

**4011 Specifications**

Supply voltage range: +5 volts to -15 volts.

Output current: 10 milliamperes per output pin maximum.

**4011 Handling Precautions**

The 4011 is a CMOS IC that can be easily damaged by static electricity. Follow these handling precautions when using the 4011:

1. Before handling CMOS chips, ground yourself to drain away any static electrical charge on your body by touching a large metal object, appliance or screw on a light switch plate. This is especially important when the air is dry.

2. Always store the 4011 in the black conductive foam in which it was shipped.

3. Always connect unused 4011 inputs to ground or to the positive supply voltage.

**555 Timer (Combined Analog and Digital IC)**

The 555 (or NE555) can be used as an oscillator or to provide precise timing delays. Both operating modes can be controlled by a single capacitor or resistor. The 555 can power a speaker or LED. The output can act as a current source (output device from pin 3 to ground) or a sink (output device from positive supply to pin 3).

**555 Specifications**

Supply voltage range: ±4.5 volts to ±16 volts.

Supply current: 3 milliamperes typical.

Output current: ± or ± 200 milliamperes maximum.
272 DUAL-OP AMP

THE 272 (OR TL5272) IS A PACKAGE OF TWO PRECISION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS THAT CAN BE POWERED BY A BATTERY OR OTHER SINGLE-POLARITY SUPPLY. THE TWO OP AMPS ARE INSTALLED IN A SINGLE 8 PIN PACKAGE. THE OUTPUTS OF ALL OP AMPS HAVE A SMALL ERROR VOLTAGE CALLED THE OFFSET. THE 272 OFFSET VOLTAGE IS 1 MILLIVOLT OR LESS WHEN THE GAIN IS 1. BOTH OP AMPS HAVE A VERY HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE.

272 SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE: +3 VOLTS TO +15 VOLTS.

SUPPLY CURRENT: 1.4 MILLIAMPERES TYPICAL (3.2 MA MAXIMUM).

OUTPUT CURRENT: + OR - 30 MILLIAMPERES TYPICAL (10 MA MINIMUM)

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN: 23,000 TYPICAL (5,000 MINIMUM) AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND WHEN POWERED BY +5 VOLTS. GAIN IS SET BY A FEEDBACK RESISTOR BETWEEN THE OUTPUT AND THE INVERTING (-) INPUT.

386 AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

THE 386 (OR LM386) IS A LOW VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR AUDIO APPLICATIONS. THE GAIN IS INTERNALLY SET TO 20. THE GAIN CAN BE INCREASED TO 200 BY CONNECTING A 10-UF CAPACITOR ACROSS PINS 1 (+) AND 8 (-). A RESISTOR IN SERIES WITH THE CAPACITOR CAN REDUCE THE GAIN TO BETWEEN 20 AND 200. THE 386 IS DESIGNED FOR BATTERY OPERATION. IT HAS LOW DISTORTION. APPLICATIONS INCLUDE DRIVING SPEAKERS IN RADIOS, INTERCOMS AND TAPE PLAYERS.

386 SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE: +4 VOLTS TO +17 VOLTS.

SUPPLY CURRENT (NO INPUT SIGNAL): 4 MILLIAMPERES TYPICAL (8 MA MAXIMUM).

OUTPUT POWER: 325 MILLIWATTS TYPICAL (250 MW MINIMUM) WHEN POWERED BY 6 VOLTS.

VOLTAGE GAIN: 26 DB (22) TYPICAL, 36 DB (200) WITH 10-UF CAPACITOR BETWEEN PINS 1 AND 8.

FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH: 500 KHZ (300,000 HZ) TYPICAL.

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: 0.2% TYPICAL.
SENSORS SUPPLIED WITH YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB

Your Sensors Lab is provided with a compass and 10 electronic sensors. Some of the other parts can also be used as sensors. Six sensors are mounted inside plastic cartridges that plug into the sensor socket on the console. These sensors are referred to as sensor cards in this workbook.

COMPASS

You will use the compass to detect the magnetic fields of the Earth, the magnet and magnetized objects such as a paper clip.

ROTATION SENSOR

The console rotation sensor is a small electrical motor that acts like a generator when its shaft is turned. You will use the rotation sensor to detect rotation and the direction of rotation.

TOUCH SENSOR

The console touch sensor is a pair of interleaved, non-touching electrodes. You will bridge the electrodes with your finger tip to activate various circuits and projects. Moistening your finger tip will enhance the sensitivity of the sensor.

PRESSURE SENSOR

The console touch sensor becomes a sensitive pressure sensor when the small cylinder of black conductive foam plastic is inserted in the touch sensor. You will apply gentle pressure to the pressure sensor to activate various circuits.

MAGNET SENSOR

The console-mounted magnet sensor is a semiconductor Hall-effect device. You will place the magnet near the magnet sensor to activate various circuits and projects.
### Magnet Switch

The magnet switch is a normally-off reed switch. You will place the magnet near the magnet switch to activate the switch and control various circuits and projects.

### Induction Coil Sensor

The induction coil sensor responds to electromagnetic fields. It can be attached to a telephone receiver using the remote link and suction cup. You will use the sensor to detect various electromagnetic sources.

### Probe Sensor

You will touch the probes of this sensor to various materials, and you will insert the probes in water to activate tones and LEDs.

### Thermistor Sensor

The thermistor sensor contains a temperature-sensitive resistor. You will use the thermistor sensor card to activate tones and LEDs with temperature changes.

### Photoresistor Sensor

The photoresistor sensor contains a light-sensitive cadmium sulfide photoresistor. You will use the photoresistor sensor card to detect very low levels of light and to control tones and LEDs.

### Phototransistor Sensor

The phototransistor sensor contains a light-sensitive silicon phototransistor. You will use the phototransistor sensor card to detect very low levels of light and to control tones and LEDs.

### Remote Link

The remote link allows you to use the sensor cards away from the console. One end of the link is inserted into the sensor socket. The sensor card is inserted into the other end of the remote link. Caution: Do not remove the remote link by pulling on its wires.
The Solderless Breadboard

Electrical connection to the parts installed on your electronic sensors lab is made possible by 29 spring terminals. Sensor cards are plugged into the sensor socket. Loose parts are installed on the solderless breadboard. The breadboard has 220 connection points. Ten of these points are along the top side of the breadboard. They each provide 9 volts when the power switch is pushed on. Ten additional points along the bottom of the breadboard are connected to the negative (-) side of the battery (ground). You will insert connection wires and the leads and pins of electronic components into the connection points. The breadboard is perfect for simple projects using only a few parts, and it is especially useful for more complicated projects that use integrated circuits.

How the Breadboard is Organized

- Insert positive (+9 volt) power connection wires in any of the 10 holes along the upper side of the breadboard.
- The main section of the breadboard has 200 connection points.
- Insert ground connection wires in any of the 10 holes along the bottom side of the breadboard. Power is delivered to the breadboard only when the power switch is pushed to 'on.'
- The slot through the center of the breadboard divides the connection points on the left from those on the right.

How the Breadboard Coordinate System Works

Each of the 200 connection points in the central portion of the breadboard between +9v and ground is identified by a coordinate system based on the row and column labels. Rows are indicated by letters (A-T) and columns by numbers (1-12). The arrows below show the location of connection point K3.

- The projects in this manual will ask you to connect one or more connection wires to +9 volts (+9v). You can use any of the ten holes along the top of the breadboard.
- The five holes on one side of the breadboard slot are connected together. Thus all five holes in the row A1-A5 are connected together, and the five holes in row A6-A10 are connected together. But the holes in A2-A5 and A6-A10 are separated by the slot and are not connected together.
- Use any of the 10 connection points along the bottom of the board for ground.
HOW TO ASSEMBLE CIRCUITS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION TO THE PARTS INSTALLED ON YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB IS MADE POSSIBLE BY 29 SPRING TERMINALS. YOU WILL INSERT THE LOOSE PARTS PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB INTO THE SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD. YOU WILL USE CONNECTION WIRES TO CONNECT THE SPRINGS TO THE PARTS YOU INSTALL ON THE BREADBOARD.

INSERTING CONNECTION WIRES INTO THE SPRINGS


YOU CAN INSERT SEVERAL WIRES INTO A SPRING TERMINAL. FOR BEST RESULTS INSERT WIRES ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE TERMINAL. BE SURE TO INSERT NEW WIRES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS WITHIN THE SPRING.

HOW TO INSERT PARTS AND WIRES INTO THE BREADBOARD

INSERT A WIRE INTO A CONNECTION POINT BY PUSHING UNTIL IT STOPS. DO THE SAME WITH PARTS HAVING WIRE LEADS. PARTS WITH THICK LEADS OR PINS, SUCH AS THE TRANSISTOR SHOWN HERE, REQUIRE MORE FORCE. ALIGN THE PINS WITH THE PROPER HOLES AND THEN PRESS DOWN FIRMLY ON THE PART. REMOVE PARTS AND WIRES BY CAREFULLY PULLING THEM STRAIGHT UP. PRY ICS UP FROM ONE END AND THEN THE OTHER. IF A COMPONENT LEAD DOES NOT SLIP INTO A CONNECTION POINT, INSERT AND REMOVE A CONNECTION WIRE TO OPEN THE CONNECTION.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (IC'S) MUST BE INSTALLED ACROSS THE SLOT IN THE SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD. THE ICS SUPPLIED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB HAVE TWO PARALLEL ROWS OF PINS. EACH ROW SHOULD BE INSERTED INTO THE CONNECTION POINTS ALONG OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE SLOT. USE CARE TO AVOID BENDING PINS. CAUTION: IC PINS ARE SHARP!

MORE ABOUT ASSEMBLY METHODS

ALWAYS PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO OFF BEFORE YOU ASSEMBLE A CIRCUIT. BE SURE TO INSTALL PARTS IN THE PROPER HOLES. A MISTAKE MIGHT ZAP A COMPONENT WHEN YOU APPLY POWER. AN INCORRECTLY INSTALLED PART MAY NOT BE DAMAGED, BUT THE CIRCUIT WILL PROBABLY NOT WORK PROPERLY UNTIL THE ERROR IS CORRECTED.

THESE TWO RESISTORS ARE INSTALLED CORRECTLY

BE SURE TO KEEP THE LEADS OF PARTS FROM TOUCHING ONE ANOTHER WHEN THEY ARE INSTALLED ON THE SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD. THESE TWO RESISTORS ARE INSERTED INTO THE BREADBOARD VERTICALLY. THEIR LEADS ARE SEPARATED FROM ONE ANOTHER AND DO NOT TOUCH.

THESE TWO RESISTORS ARE INSTALLED INCORRECTLY

THESE TWO RESISTORS ARE INSTALLED IMPROPERLY. THE ONE ON THE LEFT IS PUSHED DOWN AND ONE OF ITS LEADS IS TOUCHING THE LEAD OF THE ADJACENT RESISTOR. THE CIRCUIT THEY ARE INSTALLED IN WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY—IF IT WORKS AT ALL.

WHAT'S RIGHT ABOUT THIS SAMPLE SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD CIRCUIT?

THIS RESISTOR IS INSTALLED ACROSS THE SLOT IN THE BREADBOARD, WHICH MEANS EACH LEAD GOES TO A SEPARATE CONNECTION ROW. OK.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD CIRCUIT?

BOTH LEADS OF THIS LED ARE INSTALLED IN THE SAME CONNECTION ROW, THE LED WILL NOT WORK.

BOTH ENDS OF THIS WIRE ARE CONNECTED TO ROWS THAT ARE NOT CONNECTED TO A PART.

BOTH LEADS OF THIS RESISTOR ARE IN THE SAME CONNECTION ROW. THE RESISTOR WILL NOT WORK.

THIS INTEGRATED CIRCUIT IS INCORRECTLY INSTALLED ACROSS THE SLOT IN THE BREADBOARD. THE IC PINS DO NOT GO TO SEPARATE CONNECTION ROWS. AND TWO PINS ON EACH SIDE OF THE IC ARE BENT UNDER THE IC. THE IC MUST BE INSTALLED WITH ITS LONG SIDE PARALLEL WITH THE SLOT.
**Electronic Circuit Symbols and Diagrams**

On pages 8-9, various symbols are shown alongside some of the components they represent. Those and additional circuit symbols are shown here. On page 18, we will use some of these symbols to represent a circuit that flashes a LED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schematic or Circuit Diagram Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Connected Wires]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Potentiometer]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A PICTORIAL VIEW OF A TOUCH-SENSITIVE LED FLASHER

The illustration below is a pictorial view of a circuit that uses a 555 integrated circuit to send pulses of current to a light-emitting diode. Pictorial views are very clear, but they are not practical for complicated circuits. Circuit diagrams or schematics in which electronic parts are represented by symbols are much more commonly used.

Resistor R2 limits current to the LED. 470 ohms works with a red or green LED.

The lead near the LED flat spot must go to pin 3 of the 555.

Capacitor C1 controls timing and duration of the flashes.

Resistor R1 and the resistance of your finger across the touch sensor control timing and duration of flashes.

A CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A TOUCH-SENSITIVE LED FLASHER

The circuit diagram below is equivalent to the pictorial view above. The same circuit is shown in both diagrams. The most important difference between the two drawings is that in the circuit diagram the pins of the 555 IC are not shown in the same arrangement they have on the actual IC. This shortcut provides a simpler way of representing the circuit.

Compare the two circuits by checking to see if the same connections are made to each 555 pin. Start at pin 1 (pin 5 is not used). This is an excellent way to find mistakes when you build circuits on your sensor lab's breadboard. The resistors are marked with a code of colored bands (YEL = yellow, VIO = violet, BRN = brown, and BLK = black). The inside front cover explains how to interpret this code.
BUILD AN LED FLASHER THAT RespondS TO Touch

Now you are ready to build the touch-sensitive LED flasher on page 18. Building this circuit will give you the experience you will need to assemble the projects described in this manual. Tip: Circuit building goes much faster when you first collect all the parts you will need. Also, be sure to remove all unused parts and wires from the breadboard before beginning.

Parts you will need

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>100k (BRN-BLK-YEL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.1 UF (104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Red or green LED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circuit Diagram

Note that this circuit will flash either a red or a green LED.

1. Build the Circuit

1. □ Push power and display mode switches off. 7. □ Connect J5 to ground (WHT).
2. □ Insert the 555 across slot (pin 1 at J5). 8. □ Connect J10 to +9V (WHT).
4. □ Insert R2 across G3 and +9V. 10. □ Connect M4 to J7 (WHT).
5. □ Insert C1 across J1 and K1. 11. □ Connect spring 5 to +9V (RED).

2. Test the Circuit

Check your wiring for errors. Be sure the 555 IC and the LED are installed in the correct direction. When you are sure everything is correct, push the power switch on. Press the touch sensor, and the LED begins to flash. The flash rate increases as you press harder. Problem? See pages 20 and 22 for help.

3. Going Further

This circuit will also respond to light. Push the power switch off. Find the sensor card marked 'Photoresistor' and insert it into the sensor socket. Move the red wire at spring 5 to spring 1. Move the red wire at spring 6 to spring 2. Place the console in a darkened room and push the power switch on. The LED flashes. If the LED glows steadily, shield it from light. Slightly increasing the light at the photoresistor increases the flash rate.
GETTING STARTED: CHECKING OUT THE CIRCUIT

THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 19 THAT YOU HAVE BUILT SHOULD NOW BE WORKING. WHETHER IT IS OR NOT, COMPARE YOUR CIRCUIT WITH THE ONE BELOW TO SEE WHAT YOU DID RIGHT OR WHAT YOU DID WRONG.

FINDING AND CORRECTING ERRORS IN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS IS CALLED “TROUBLESHOOTING.” TROUBLESHOOTING IS COVERED ON PAGE 22. YOU WILL GET A GOOD IDEA OF WHAT IS INVOLVED IN TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB PROJECTS BY COMPARING YOUR CIRCUIT WITH THE ILLUSTRATION BELOW.

THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM SHOWS THREE LEADS GOING TO +9 VOLTS. THEY ARE SHOWN HERE. ALL 10 HOLES IN THE TOP ROW PROVIDE +9 VOLTS.

THESE ROW LETTERS AND THE COLUMN NUMBERS ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE BREADBOARD ARE USED TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC HOLES ON THE BREADBOARD. THE ARROW AT LEFT POINTS TO POSITION R8.

555 IC PIN 1 (USUALLY MARKED AS SHOWN) MUST BE INSTALLED AT HOLE J5. ITS MUST BE INSTALLED OVER THE SLOT.

WHEN A CIRCUIT FAILS TO WORK PROPERLY, ALWAYS PUSH THE POWER SWITCH OFF.

NOTE THE FLAT SPOT ON THE RIM OF THE LED BASE. THIS MARKS THE CATHODE (-) LEAD. THE LEADS OF THE LED MUST BE INSTALLED CORRECTLY.

BECAUSE THESE TWO WHITE WIRES ARE INSTALLED CLOSE TOGETHER, BE SURE THEY GO TO THE CORRECT CONNECTION POINTS. THEIR INSULATED PORTIONS CAN TOUCH.

IT’S NOT OK FOR THE BARE WIRES OF PARTS TO TOUCH ANY OTHER BARE WIRE.

IT’S OK FOR THIS BARE LED WIRE TO TOUCH THE ADJACENT INSULATED CONNECTION WIRE GOING TO SPRING 6.

FOR BEST RESULTS, KEEP THE AREA AROUND YOUR CIRCUITS FREE OF UNUSED PARTS.

TO PROTECT YOUR SENSORS LAB, AND FOR BEST RESULTS, ALWAYS SWITCH THE POWER SWITCH TO OFF BEFORE BUILDING OR MODIFYING A CIRCUIT. AFTER YOU BUILD A CIRCUIT, CAREFULLY CHECK FOR ERRORS BEFORE SWITCHING THE POWER BACK ON.
GETTING STARTED: REVIEW WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED

YOU CAN BUILD THE CIRCUITS IN THIS MANUAL IN ORDER OR RANDOMLY. SO YOU CAN QUICKLY LEARN HOW THE PROJECTS ARE PRESENTED, BEGIN WITH THE 555 LED FLASHER ON PAGE 19. THE EXPLANATIONS BELOW SHOW HOW THIS AND MOST OTHER PROJECTS IN THIS MANUAL ARE ORGANIZED. WHILE DETAILED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS ARE PROVIDED WITH EACH PROJECT, EVENTUALLY YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BUILD THE CIRCUITS STRAIGHT FROM THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.

TIP: BE SURE TO COLLECT ALL THE PARTS BEFORE STARTING A CIRCUIT.

EACH PROJECT PAGE HAS A TITLE BAR THAT DESCRIBES THE PROJECT. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION BELOW THE TITLE BAR EXPLAINS WHAT YOU WILL DO AND LEARN.

"PARTS YOU WILL NEED" LISTS ALL PARTS EXCEPT WIRES AND THOSE ON THE CONSOLE.

"BUILD THE CIRCUIT" GIVES STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS. THE FIRST STEP IS ALWAYS THE SAME: SWITCH OFF THE POWER. EVENTUALLY YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BUILD THE CIRCUITS BY FOLLOWING THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM.

CONNECTION WIRES ARE ABBREVIATED TO SAVE SPACE:

WHI = WHITE
RED = RED
BLU = BLUE
YEL = YELLOW

"BUILD AN LED FLASHER THAT RESPONSES TO TOUCH"

NOW YOU ARE READY TO BUILD THE TOUCH-RESPONSE LED FLASHER AS SHOWN IN THE PAGE 19 BULLET-POINT LIST. THE CIRCUITS WERE TESTED AND WIRING WAS DONE USING THE PARTS LISTED IN THE PAGE 19 BULLET-POINT LIST. THE LEAD SHOULD BE CLEAN AND TO BE INSERTED INTO THE LED SOCKET AND PP3 BATTERY.

"CIRCUIT DIAGRAM" IS A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCUIT YOU WILL BUILD.

"PARTS THAT MUST BE INSTALLED IN A SPECIFIC DIRECTION ARE ILLUSTRATED.

"TEST THE CIRCUIT" REMINDS YOU TO REVIEW YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS BEFORE PUSHING THE POWER SWITCH ON.

"WHEN THERE IS SPACE, GOING FURTHER" DESCRIBES WAYS TO MODIFY THE CIRCUIT.

THIS GENERAL PAGE LAYOUT IS USED TO PRESENT THE PROJECTS IN THIS MANUAL. WHEN YOU BUILD A PROJECT, YOU MIGHT WANT TO WRITE IN THE MARGINS ANY IDEAS AND TIPS THAT YOU WANT TO REMEMBER SHOULD YOU REVISIT THE PROJECT AT A LATER DATE. BE SURE TO CHECK EACH STEP WHEN YOU BUILD THE CIRCUIT.
TROUBLESHOOTING PROBLEM CIRCUITS

Your circuits should work the first time you push the power switch on if you follow the step-by-step instructions, use the correct parts, and don’t become rushed. But sometimes a circuit will not work properly. While this can be frustrating, it’s a routine part of experimenting with electronic circuits. Here’s how to troubleshoot a problem circuit:

1. Push the power switch to the off position.

2. Be sure a 9-volt battery is installed in the console. Check to make sure it is installed properly and that it is fresh.

3. Be sure that exposed wire leads do not touch one another.

4. The wire connection leads can sometimes work loose. Be sure all the leads are fully inserted into the breadboard holes.

5. Check to make sure you didn’t leave out a part or wire. (This won’t happen if you collect all the parts before you build the circuit.)

6. Make sure you installed the correct parts. Double check part numbers and resistor color codes (red can look like orange). If the numbers on transistors and ICs are hard to read, hold the part under a bright light.

7. Electrolytic capacitors, LEDs, transistors and integrated circuits must be installed with the leads or pins in a specific direction. Be sure none of these parts are installed backwards.

8. All unused inputs (not outputs) of the IC must be connected to ground or the positive power supply (+ voltage). A circuit may work if you don’t do this, but unconnected inputs act like tiny antennas that can switch logic chips off and on. This can cause erratic operation and excessive current drain.

9. Frequently used mechanical parts, like the console switches and potentiometers, tend to fail before components without moving parts. If a circuit doesn’t respond when you turn the knob of a potentiometer, try bypassing the potentiometer with two resistors.

10. If you took shortcuts or made changes to a circuit, try rebuilding the circuit exactly as shown in the circuit diagram. Make changes to projects only after the circuit is working.

11. If the circuit still fails to work, check the connections of each pin or lead against the circuit diagram. If the circuit uses an IC, check the connections to each pin. Begin at pin 1 and work around the circuit pin by pin. You will quickly find missing or incorrectly installed wires and parts.

12. Sometimes you can fix a circuit faster by rebuilding it than by trying to find a wiring error. As a last resort, remove all the wires and parts. Make sure all the parts are the correct ones and start over. If the circuit still fails, a part may be bad. Try using a suspect transistor or IC in a different circuit. If that circuit fails to work, the transistor or IC may be bad.
MORE ABOUT SENSORS

THE CONSOLE OF YOUR ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB HAS THREE SENSORS FOR DETECTING ROTATION, TOUCH AND MAGNETISM. ADDING A SMALL CYLINDER OF CONDUCTIVE FOAM PLASTIC CONVERTS THE TOUCH SENSOR TO A PRESSURE SENSOR.

YOUR SENSORS LAB COMES WITH SIX PLUG-IN SENSOR CARDS. ONE CARD IS A PROBE FOR DETECTING RESISTANCE CHANGES CAUSED BY WATER AND EVEN YOUR SKIN. THERE ARE TWO CARDS FOR DETECTING LIGHT AND ONE FOR DETECTING TEMPERATURE. THERE IS A CARD FOR DETECTING ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND A MAGNET SWITCH CARD. THE COMPASS PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB IS ALSO A SENSOR. SO YOUR SENSORS LAB HAS A TOTAL OF 11 SENSORS.

ACTUALLY THERE ARE MORE SENSORS THAN THESE. BEFORE MOVING ON TO THE PROJECTS, LET'S LOOK AT HOW MANY OF THE PARTS PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB CAN DOUBLE AS SENSORS.

POTENTIOMETER SENSOR: THE CONSOLE OF YOUR SENSORS LAB HAS THREE POTENTIOMETERS. THESE VARIABLE RESISTORS HAVE MANY USES AS SENSORS. HANG A ROD WITH A WEIGHT ON ONE END FROM THE SHAFT OF A POTENTIOMETER AND YOU HAVE A SENSOR THAT CHANGES ITS RESISTANCE IN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION OR DECELERATION. IF YOU MAKE THE ROD LONG ENOUGH, THE POTENTIOMETER BECOMES A SEISMOGRAPH THAT WILL CHANGE RESISTANCE WHEN THE EARTH MOVES DURING AN EARTHQUAKE. POTENTIOMETERS ARE ALSO VERY USEFUL POSITION AND ROTATION SENSORS.

SPEAKER SENSOR: THE SPEAKER ON YOUR CONSOLE CAN ALSO FUNCTION AS A SENSOR. NORMALM A SPEAKER EMITS SOUND. A SPEAKER WILL ALSO GENERATE A SMALL VOLTAGE IN RESPONSE TO SOUND.

LED READOUT SENSOR: THE LED READOUT DOUBLES AS A VERY SENSITIVE RESISTANCE SENSOR. YOU CAN SEE HOW BY PUSHING THE POWER SWITCH TO ON AND THE DISPLAY MODE SWITCH TO DOT. NOW BRIDGE YOUR INDEX FINGER ACROSS SPRINGS 19 AND 20 WHILE WATCHING THE LED READOUT. THE MOVING DOT WILL MOVE DOWN WHEN YOU PRESS YOUR FINGER ON THE TWO SPRINGS. PRESS A BIT HARDER, AND THE MOVING DOT WILL MOVE DOWN MORE. THE LED READOUT IS ALSO AN EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE SENSOR. TRY THIS EXPERIMENT:

1. □ Push the power switch to off.   3. □ Connect spring 15 to ground (red).


TRANSISTOR, LED AND SWITCH SENSORS: THE NPN TRANSISTOR PROVIDED WITH YOUR SENSORS LAB CAN BE USED AS A TEMPERATURE SENSOR. THE RED AND GREEN LEDS CAN BE USED AS SENSORS THAT DETECT RED AND GREEN LIGHT. EVEN THE POWER SWITCH CAN BE CONSIDERED A SIMPLE POSITION SENSOR.

AS YOU CAN SEE, MANY DIFFERENT ELECTRONIC PARTS CAN DOUBLE AS SENSORS.
USE A COMPASS TO DETECT MAGNETIC FIELDS

YOU WILL USE THE COMPASS TO DETECT THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF EARTH AND A MAGNET, AND MAGNETIZE THE WIRE LEAD OF AN LED, USING THE COMPASS TO VERIFY IT IS MAGNETIZED.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

COMPASS
RED OR GREEN LED

1. DETECT THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD

PLACE THE COMPASS ON A FLAT SURFACE AWAY FROM METAL OBJECTS. THE △ (NORTH) POINT OF THE COMPASS POINTS TOWARDS THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC NORTH POLE. THE MAGNETIC NORTH POLE IS LOCATED IN NORTH CANADA, NOT AT THE GEOGRAPHIC NORTH POLE. THE ANGULAR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRUE NORTH AND MAGNETIC NORTH IS CALLED DECLINATION. DEPENDING ON YOUR LOCATION, DECLINATION CAN RANGE FROM A FRACTION OF A DEGREE TO MORE THAN 20 DEGREES. TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS USUALLY INCLUDE A DIAGRAM THAT SHOWS BOTH TRUE NORTH AND MAGNETIC NORTH FOR THE REGION COVERED BY THE MAP.


2. DETECT A MAGNET'S MAGNETIC FIELD


3. MAGNETIZE THE WIRE LEADS OF A LED

USE A COMPASS TO DETECT AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

You will make a simple coil. You will place a paper clip inside the coil, then discharge a capacitor through the coil. The rapid surge of current through the coil creates an electromagnetic field that magnetizes the steel paper clip inside the coil. The paper clip then attracts the pointer of a nearby compass. This proves that the paper clip has been magnetized by the flow of electrical current through the coil.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1-1k (BRN-BLK-RED)
- C1-470 UF
- Yellow wire
- Compass

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. MAKE THE COIL

Wind a yellow connection wire around a pencil. The coil will have around 8 turns. Bend the exposed wires at each end of the coil so they are in line and project outward from the coil.

2. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert C1 across R1 (+) and ground (-).
3. □ Insert R2 across K2 and R2.
4. □ Insert the coil across Q5 and ground.
5. □ Connect K1 to +9V (red).
6. □ Connect spring #6 to Q1 (red).
7. □ Insert jumper wire at R3 (red).

3. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Be sure that C1 is installed in the proper direction. Then slide the paper clip inside the coil, and place the compass near the end of the paper clip. Push the power switch on. Touch the free end of the jumper wire to spring #6. The compass pointer will immediately respond to the magnetic field that has been generated.

Remove the paper clip from the coil and hold one end near the compass. The north or south pointer of the compass will be attracted to the paper clip. Reverse the position of the paper clip, and the opposite pole of the compass will be attracted.

4. GOING FURTHER

Mark the end of the paper clip that attracts the south pole of the compass. This is the north pole of the paper clip. Now insert the paper clip back inside the coil and repeat the above experiment. Which pole of the compass now points to the marked end of the paper clip? Reverse the position of the paper clip and repeat the experiment. You will find that the magnetic polarity of the paper clip can be easily reversed using the coil.
USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON AN LED

YOU WILL USE THE MAGNET TO SWITCH ON AN LED.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

RL-170 (YEL-VIO-BRN)  
RED OR GREEN LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card.
3. □ Insert RI across Spring 2 and H10.
4. □ Insert LED across H6 (anode) and J6 (cathode).
5. □ Connect J10 to ground (WHT).
6. □ Connect Spring 1 to +9V (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Push the power switch up, and the LED will be off. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card, and the LED will glow. Swing the magnet past the magnet switch card like a pendulum to flash the LED on and off.

USE A MAGNET TO ALTER THE BUZZER

USE THE MAGNET TO CAUSE THE BUZZER TO EMIT A TONE THAT DIFFERS FROM NORMAL.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

RL-100 (BRN-BLK-BRN)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push the power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card.
3. □ Insert RI across C6 and +9V.
4. □ Connect Spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
5. □ Connect Spring 2 to C8 (WHT).
6. □ Connect Spring 21 to C10 (RED).
7. □ Connect Spring 22 to ground (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Push the power switch up, and the buzzer will sound. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card, and the buzzer's tone will change distinctly. Swing the magnet past the magnet switch card like a pendulum for neat effects.
USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH AN LED OFF

YOU WILL USE THE MAGNET TO SWITCH AN LED OFF.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

![Parts Diagram]

RED OR GREEN LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

![Circuit Diagram 1]

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card.
3. □ Insert R1 across H5 and +9V.
4. □ Insert LED across H3 (Anode) and L3 (Cathode).
5. □ Connect L5 to ground (WHT).
6. □ Connect spring 1 to H1 (Red).
7. □ Connect spring 2 to ground (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Push the power switch up, and the LED will glow. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card, and the LED will switch off. Swing the magnet back and forth by the magnet switch card like a pendulum, and the LED will flash off and on.

USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH THE BUZZER OFF

YOU WILL USE THE MAGNET TO SILENCE THE BUZZER.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

![Parts Diagram]

R1-150 (BRN-GRN-BRN)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

![Circuit Diagram 2]

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card.
3. □ Insert R1 across C5 and +9V.
4. □ Connect spring 1 to C1 (WHT).
5. □ Connect spring 2 to C5 (BLU).
6. □ Connect spring 21 to C5 (RED).
7. □ Connect spring 22 to ground (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Push the power switch up, and the buzzer will sound. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card, and the buzzer will stop. Swing the magnet back and forth by the magnet switch card, and the buzzer will emit a series of pulses.
BUILD A RED-GREEN MAGNET DETECTOR

YOU WILL BUILD A MAGNET DETECTOR CIRCUIT. IF A MAGNET IS NEAR THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD, THE RED LED GLOWS. OTHERWISE, THE GREEN LED GLOWS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1, R4, R5-1K (BRN-BLK-RED) RED LED
- R2, R3-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG) GREEN LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card in the
   sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at 25).
4. □ Insert R1 across L2 and M2.
5. □ Insert R2 across K4 and J7.
6. □ Insert R3 across K1 and M1.
7. □ Insert R4 across H2 and +9V.
8. □ Insert R5 across J3 and T3.
9. □ Insert red led across T1 (anode) and ground (cathode).
10. □ Insert green led across H1 (anode) and J1 (cathode).
11. □ Connect M4 to ground (WHT).
13. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check that the circuit is built correctly. Spread the resistor leads and green led outward so they do not touch. Push the power switch on and the green led glows. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card, the green led dims and the red led glows. Listen when you place the magnet near the magnet switch card, a metallic click sounds each time the switch responds to the magnet.

3. GOING FURTHER

Revise the circuit so that the green led is off when the red led is glowing.

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Remove the red led.
3. □ Move wire at L4 to N5.
4. □ Insert red led across N4 (anode) and L4 (cathode).

Make sure none of the leads are touching. Push the power switch on. Place the magnet near the magnet switch card and the red led glows. Note the green led is off when the red led is glowing.
BUILD A FERROUS METAL DETECTOR

YOU WILL BUILD A SIMPLE CIRCUIT THAT INDICATES WHEN A FERROUS METAL (STEEL OR IRON) IS PLACED BETWEEN THE MAGNET AND THE MAGNET SWITCH. NORMALLY A RED LED GLOWS. WHEN FERROUS METAL IS PRESENT THE LED SWITCHES OFF.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

RL-470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)  [Image of RL-470]

RED LED  [Image of RED LED]

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. INSERT MAGNET SWITCH CARD IN THE SENSOR SOCKET.
3. INSERT R1 ACROSS PB AND T1D.
4. INSERT LED ACROSS T6 (ANODE) AND GROUND (CATHODE).
5. CONNECT SPRING 1 TO -9V (WHT).
6. CONNECT SPRING 2 TO PB (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS, THEN PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. PLACE THE MAGNET NEAR THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD. THE LED GLOWS. FIND A PIECE OF STEEL OR IRON SUCH AS SCISSORS, TWEETERS, OR A STEEL RULER. HOLD THE MAGNET SO THAT THE LED GLOWS, THEN PLACE THE STEEL OBJECT BETWEEN THE MAGNET AND THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD. THE LED STOPS GLWING IF THE OBJECT IS STEEL. THIS TEST CAN BE A LITTLE TRICKY, BECAUSE THE MAGNET WANTS TO JUMP TOWARD THE STEEL OBJECT. HOLD BOTH THE MAGNET AND THE STEEL OBJECT TIGHTLY IN PLACE TO AVOID THIS FROM HAPPENING. FOR BEST RESULTS, EXPERIMENT WITH THE MAGNET LOCATION. YOU MIGHT FIND THAT THE MAGNET SWITCH RESPONDS BETTER WHEN THE MAGNET IS LOCATED SLIGHTLY TO ONE SIDE RATHER THAN DIRECTLY IN FRONT OR IN BACK OF THE MAGNET Switch. YOU CAN ALSO USE THE REMOTE LINK TO MOVE THE MAGNET SWiITCH TO A DIFFERENT LOCATION.

REPEAT THIS TEST USING VARIOUS NON-FERROUS MATERIALS, SUCH AS ALUMINUM FOIL, A WOOD OR PLASTIC RULER, AND FABRICS. THE LED STAYS ON WHEN ALL THESE MATERIALS ARE PLACED BETWEEN THE MAGNET AND THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD. THESE TESTS ARE EASY TO DO SINCE THE MAGNET IS NOT ATTRACTED TO NON-FERROUS OBJECTS.

3. GOING FURTHER

BUILD A BUZZER
VIBRATION DETECTOR

You will use the magnet and the magnet switch to activate the buzzer in response to vibration.

Parts you will need:

Circuit diagram:

1. Build the circuit:
   1. Push power and display switches off.
   2. Insert magnet switch card in the sensor socket.
   3. Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
   4. Connect springs 2 and 21 (WHT).
   5. Connect spring 22 to ground (BLU).

2. Test the circuits:

   Check your wiring for errors. Push the power switch on. Place the console under a bookshelf or other steady place where you can hang the magnet. Tie or tape the end of the magnet string to the object and move the console so that the magnet is near the magnet card. When the buzzer sounds or the led glows, move the console just far enough way to switch it off. The buzzer will now sound or the led will glow when the slightest vibration causes the magnet or the console to move.
USE A MAGNET TO BUILD A PENDULUM METRONOME

YOU WILL CONNECT THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD BETWEEN A SIMPLE 555 OSCILLATOR AND THE POWER SUPPLY (+9 VOLTS). YOU WILL THEN SWITCH THE OSCILLATOR ON AND OFF BY SWINGING THE MAGNET PAST THE MAGNET SWITCH CARD TO FORM A PENDULUM METRONOME.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>270 (RED-VIO-2RN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.1 uF (UD4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

THE MAGNET IS STRONGLY ATTRACTION TO THE STEEL SPRINGS ON THE CONSOLE. YOU WILL NEED TO AVOID THE SPRINGS WHEN YOU SWING THE MAGNET.

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push the power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert magnet switch card in the sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (PIN 1 AT Q5).
4. □ Insert R2 across R10 and S10.
5. □ Insert R3 across spring 23 and A10.
6. □ Insert C1 across Q1 and R1.
7. □ Connect Q4 to S7 (WHT).
8. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
9. □ Connect Q10 to A6 (RED).
10. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
11. □ Connect spring 2 to A8 (RED).
12. □ Connect spring 13 to R7 (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 14 to T3 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER


1. □ Push power and display switches off.
3. □ Connect A8 to +9V (WHT).

REPEAT THE PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED ABOVE.
HOW TO USE THE ROTATION SENSOR

The rotation sensor mounted on the console of your electronic sensors lab is a small DC (direct current) electric motor. A knob is connected to the motor's shaft. The motor will produce electricity when you manually spin its shaft. Therefore, a DC motor can double as a small electrical generator. Since the polarity of the voltage at spring 3 is positive when the shaft is spun to the right (clockwise), the motor can sense rotation. Pages 33-35 have some neat applications for the rotation sensor. First, try these basic circuits.

BUILD AN AUDIO OUTPUT ROTATION SENSOR

This simple circuit emits clicks when the rotation sensor shaft is spun.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

I. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Connect springs 3 and 23 (blu).
2. □ Connect springs 4 and 24 (blu).

II. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Place your ear near the speaker while spinning the rotation sensor knob with your index finger. You will hear a series of clicks when the sensor is rotated in either direction. The rotation sensor produces a positive voltage at spring 3 when the sensor is spun to the right. A negative voltage is produced when the sensor is spun to the left. The clicking sounds are the same for both directions.

BUILD AN LED OUTPUT ROTATION SENSOR

This simple circuit flashes a green LED when the rotation sensor shaft is spun.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Connect springs 3 and 25 (blu).
2. □ Connect springs 4 and 26 (blu).
3. □ Insert LED anode at spring 28.
4. □ Insert LED cathode at spring 27.

II. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Dim the room lights at your console and spin the rotation sensor. The LED will flash when you spin the sensor to the left (counter-clockwise). Transformer TI is used to boost the tiny voltage from the sensor to a level that will drive the LED.
BUILD A DIRECTION OF ROTATION SENSOR

IS A ROBOT TURNING LEFT OR RIGHT? IS A CONVEYOR BELT MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION OR BACKWARDS? THIS CIRCUIT SHOWS A VERY SIMPLE WAY TO FIND OUT. USE THE ROTATION SENSOR TO BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT LIGHTS A RED LED WHEN THE SENSOR IS ROTATED IN ONE DIRECTION AND A GREEN LED WHEN THE SENSOR IS ROTATED IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>100 (BRN-BLK-BRN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R4</td>
<td>10K (BRN-BLK-RED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 RED LED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GREEN LED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.  
2. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J1).  
3. □ Insert R1 across A4 and A7.  
4. □ Insert R2 across J1 and K1.  
5. □ Insert R3 across J1 and +9V.  
6. □ Insert R4 across J3 and T3.  
7. □ Insert red LED across J2 (anode) and J3 (cathode).  
8. □ Insert green LED across T2 (anode) and ground (cathode).  
9. □ Connect M1 to ground (WHT).  
11. □ Connect spring 3 to A5 (red).  
12. □ Connect spring 4 to 11 (red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

YOU CAN SWITCH THE LED'S SO RED INDICATES THE SENSOR KNOB IS BEING ROTATED IN THE PROPER DIRECTION. CHANGE THE DIRECTION FROM CLOCKWISE TO COUNTER-CLOCKWISE BY SWITCHING THE RED WIRES AT SPRINGS 3 AND 4. YOU CAN CAUSE THE LED'S TO FADE IN (GRADUALLY TURN ON) AFTER THE ROTATION SENSOR IS NOT ROTATED. INSERT A 0.1 UF (104) CAPACITOR ACROSS A3 AND +9 VOLT'S. ROTATE THE ROTATION SENSOR TO THE LEFT AND THE GREEN LED GLOWS. STOP THE ROTATION AND THE RED LED GRADUALLY GLOWS. ROTATE THE SENSOR TO THE RIGHT AND THE RED LED GLOWS. STOP THE ROTATION AND THE GREEN LED GRADUALLY GLOWS.
BUILD A BARGRAPH DIRECTION OF ROTATION INDICATOR

The rotation sensor produces a positive voltage when rotated clockwise and a negative voltage when rotated counterclockwise. You will connect the bargraph readout to the 272 operational amplifier to indicate the direction of rotation.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1-100 (BRN-BLK-BRN)
- R3-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)
- R4-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).
3. □ Insert R1 across A3 and L3.
4. □ Insert R3 across K4 and ground.
5. □ Insert R4 across J1 and K1.
6. □ Connect M1 to ground (WHT).
7. □ Connect J3D to +V (WHT).
8. □ Connect spring 3 to A5 (Red).
9. □ Connect spring 4 to ground (BLU).
10. □ Connect spring 13 to +V (BLU).
11. □ Connect spring 14 to L1 (RED).
12. □ Connect spring 15 to ground (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 19 to J4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for wiring errors. Push the power switch on and the display mode switch to dot. Rotate sensor console pot R2 so that the number 5 or 6 LED glows. Now rotate the rotation sensor knob to the right (clockwise). Several flickering readout dots move up, indicating a positive voltage. Rotate the sensor knob to the left (counterclockwise). Several flickering readout dots move down to indicate a negative voltage. Note that turning the knob more rapidly causes the cluster of dots to move further up or down. Thus, this circuit indicates direction of rotation while providing a general idea of the speed of rotation. Try operating the circuit when the display mode switch is set to bar. Adjust R2 so that LEDs 1-5 glow. Rotate the sensor knob to the right, and the column of glowing LEDs move up. Rotate the sensor knob to the left, and the bar moves down.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can reverse the operation of this circuit by simply switching the two wires at springs 3 and 4. Now the readout LEDS will move down instead of up when the sensor knob is rotated to the right.

34
BUILD AN AUDIO OUTPUT ROTATION SENSOR

Various electronic and mechanical devices can measure how fast an object is rotating. You will connect the rotation sensor to a 555 timer connected as an audio oscillator. The oscillation tone will change noticeably when the sensor knob is rotated in either direction.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R3-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R4-270 (RED-VIO-BRN)
- C1-0.01 UF (T03)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at JS).
3. □ Insert C1 across J1 and K1.
5. □ Insert R4 across C1 and +9V.
6. □ Connect J2 to ground (WH).
7. □ Connect J10 to +9V (WH).
8. □ Connect K4 to L7 (WH).
9. □ Connect M4 to J7 (WH).
10. □ Connect springs 3 and 2 (BLU).
11. □ Connect spring 4 to ground (BLU).
12. □ Connect spring 11 to M7 (BLU).
13. □ Connect spring 17 to +9V (BLU).
14. □ Connect spring 16 to K9 (BLU).
15. □ Connect spring 23 to C18 (Red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Push the power switch up. You will hear a tone from the speaker. Rotate 10K console pot RI all the way to the right. Adjust 2M console pot R2 until the tone has a high frequency. Now spin the rotation sensor knob to the right. This will cause the frequency of the tone to rise. Next, spin the rotation sensor knob to the left. The frequency of the tone will fall. Experiment with the setting of RI for best results. If you rotate RI all the way to the right, the tone will become a chirp each time you rotate the sensor knob.

3. GOING FURTHER

This circuit uses the control input of the 555 (pin 5). When pin 5 is left open (unconnected), the circuit oscillates at a frequency determined by C1 and R2. Applying a voltage to pin 5 alters this frequency. In this circuit, the rotation sensor applies a variable voltage to pin 5.
BUILD AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL RECEIVER

YOU WILL USE THE INDUCTION COIL AS A SENSOR FOR A CIRCUIT THAT CONVERTS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS INTO SOUND. USE THE CIRCUIT TO DETECT THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS FROM A TELEPHONE RECEIVER AND OTHER ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

ADD THE REMOTE LINK TO USE THE INDUCTION COIL AS A PROBE.

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

   1. □ INSERT INDUCTION COIL IN SENSOR SOCKET.
   2. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT C5).
   3. □ INSERT 386 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT R5).
   4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS C4 AND D4.
   5. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS SPRING 1 AND D1.
   6. □ INSERT C2 ACROSS C3 AND D3.
   7. □ INSERT C3 ACROSS 0B (+) AND 0B (-).
   8. □ CONNECT F1 AND GROUND (RED).
   9. □ CONNECT C10 TO +9V (WHT).
   10. □ Connect M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
   11. □ Connect O1 TO GROUND (WHT).
   12. □ CONNECT N7 TO +9V (RED).
   13. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO GROUND (BLU).
   14. □ CONNECT SPRING 10 TO C1 (BLU).
   15. □ CONNECT SPRING 11 TO N9 (RED).
   16. □ CONNECT SPRING 12 TO GROUND (RED).
   17. □ CONNECT SPRING 13 TO +9V (BLU).
   18. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO E1 (BLU).
   19. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO GROUND (RED).
   20. □ Connect SPRING 23 TO K10 (RED).
   21. □ CONNECT SPRING 24 TO GROUND (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

   CHECK YOUR CONNECTIONS AND THAT THE BARE LEADS OF THE COMPONENTS DO NOT TOUCH. ROTATE 1K CONSOLE POT R3 AND 10K POT R2 ALL THE WAY TO THE LEFT. BEFORE YOU PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON, PLACE THE CONSOLE NEAR A COMPUTER MONITOR OR TV SET, OR PLACE A TELEPHONE RECEIVER NEAR THE INDUCTION COIL CARD. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. ROTATE R3 SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT, THEN ROTATE R2 UNTIL YOU HEAR A BUZZ. ADJUST R2 UNTIL THE BUZZ SOUNDS BEST. USE R3 AS A VOLUME CONTROL TO ADJUST THE SOUND.

3. GOING FURTHER

   ON PAGE 37 YOU WILL ADD THE LED BARGRAPH READOUT TO THE CIRCUIT.
ADD AN LED BARGRAPH READOUT TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL RECEIVER

YOU WILL USE THE SECOND AMPLIFIER IN THE 272 TO DRIVE THE LED BARGRAPH READOUT. THE READOUT SERVES AS A SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR. YOU WILL ALSO PERFORM VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL RECEIVER.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R4-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)
- R5-3.3K (ORG-ORG-RED)
- R6-100K (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- C4-1uF
- C5-0.1uF (RO4)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

![Circuit Diagram]

TO PIN 5 OF 272.

1. MODIFY THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 36.

BEFORE STARTING, ADJUST THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 36 FOR THE BEST RESULTS.

1. PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF. 5. INSERT C4 ACROSS J10 (+) AND F10 (-).
2. INSERT R4 ACROSS F2 AND F7. 6. INSERT C5 ACROSS F4 AND D7.
3. INSERT R5 ACROSS F3 AND E7. 7. CONNECT D7 TO J7 (WHT).
4. INSERT R6 ACROSS D10 AND E10. 8. CONNECT SPRING 19 TO D8 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. BE SURE THAT THE BARE LEADS OF THE COMPONENTS DO NOT TOUCH.
PLACE THE CONSOLE NEAR A COMPUTER MONITOR OR OTHER SOURCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. YOU HEAR A BUZZ FROM THE SPEAKER AS BEFORE.

3. GOING FURTHER

YOU CAN PERFORM MANY EXPERIMENTS WITH YOUR ELECTROMAGNETIC RECEIVER AND ITS SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR. FOR BEST RESULTS, DISCONNECT THE SPEAKER SO THAT IT DOES NOT DISTRACT YOU. REPEAT THE EXPERIMENT DESCRIBED ABOVE BY MOVING THE CONSOLE TOWARD AND AWAY FROM AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SOURCE. REMOVE THE INDUCTION COIL CARD FROM THE CONSOLE AND CONNECT IT TO THE CONSOLE USING THE REMOTE LINK. NOW USE THE INDUCTION COIL AS A PROBE TO CHECK FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS. TRY MOVING THE COIL CARD BACK AND FORTH ACROSS THE SCREEN OF A COMPUTER MONITOR OR TV SET WHILE WATCHING THE BARGRAPH READOUT. NOTICE THAT THE STRENGTH OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CAN VARY GREATLY, EVEN OVER RELATIVELY SHORT DISTANCES.
BUILD AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE SOURCE FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL RECEIVER

You will use the 555 timer IC to build a simple electromagnetic pulse generator. The electromagnetic pulses are coupled into the air by means of the 1000-Ohm coil in the console transformer. You will use the induction coil and the remote link to detect the field around the transformer.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>BRN-BLK-ORG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.1µF</td>
<td>BRN-BLK-RED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. EXPAND THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 37

Before starting, adjust the circuit on page 37 to give best results.

1. □ Push the power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
3. □ Insert R6 across Q9 and R9.
4. □ Insert R7 across R10 and S10.
5. □ Insert C5 across Q1 and R1.
6. □ Connect Q2 to ground (WHT).
7. □ Connect Q8 to N8 (WHT).
8. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
9. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
10. □ Connect spring 27 to S4 (RED).
11. □ Connect spring 28 to Q10 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Your breadboard is now studded with wires and parts. Check carefully for errors. Be sure that exposed component leads do not touch and that wires are not loose. Use the remote link to connect the induction coil card to the console. Push the power switch on. If you leave the receiver circuit adjusted as described on page 37, you hear a high-pitched tone from the speaker. This is the signal from the 555 pulse generator being coupled to the nearby receiver wiring and the common power supply leads. Now place the induction coil card near the console transformer. The musical tone is louder than before. If the circuit is noisy and does not respond properly, follow the instructions on page 37 to readjust the 10k and 10k console potentiometers. The pulses from the 555 pulse generator are converted into an electromagnetic field by the 1000-Ohm coil of the transformer. The strength or intensity of the field decreases with distance. Therefore the signal is loudest when the induction coil card is as close as possible to the transformer.

3. GOING FURTHER

Use the induction coil card as a probe to find out if other parts of the console also emit electromagnetic pulses. The console speaker and the two wires that lead to the transformer are good sources. Remove the remote link from the console socket. Notice that the background tone remains. This proves that the signal from the 555 pulse generator is leaking into the receiver circuit through the connection wires and the shared power supply.
USE A MAGNET TO CAUSE AN LED TO FLASH AND FLICKER

You will build a very sensitive two-stage amplifier that boosts the tiny signals induced into the induction coil sensor when the magnet is moved nearby. The amplified signal drives an LED, which flashes and flickers when the magnet is moved back and forth past the induction coil sensor.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

C1-0.1 uF (104)  
RED LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.  
2. □ INSERT INDUCTION COIL IN SENSOR SOCKET.  
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT C5).  
4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS C1 AND D1.  
5. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS F3 AND E7.  
6. □ INSERT R4 ACROSS D10 AND E10.  
7. □ INSERT R5 ACROSS D9 AND H5.  
8. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS SPRING 1 AND D3.  
9. □ INSERT LED ACROSS H2 (ANODE) AND F2 (CATHODE).  
10. □ CONNECT F1 TO GROUND (RED).  
11. □ CONNECT C10 TO +9V (WHT).  
12. □ CONNECT C4 TO F7 (WHT).  
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO F4 (RED).  
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 16 TO +9V (BLU).  
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO E4 (BLU).  
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

The circuit part leads are close to one another. Check your wiring and make sure none of the exposed leads touch. Rotate in console pot R1 all the way to the left. Push the power switch on and slowly rotate R1 to the right until the LED glows. Back off slightly on R1 until the LED switches off. The circuit is now set for maximum sensitivity to electrical signals induced into the induction coil by the magnet. Rub the magnet against the back side of the induction coil card. The LED flashes in response because the magnet’s moving field generates tiny electrical currents in the coil. When these signals are amplified, the LED flashes.

3. GOING FURTHER

This circuit can also be used with the LED bargraph. Push the power switch off, connect a red wire from spring 19 to F8. Switch the power on and push the display mode switch to bar. Adjust R1 until only LED 1 or 2 of the readout glows. Rub the magnet against the back of the induction coil card and watch the LEDs.
USE A MAGNET TO ALTER AN AUDIO TONE

YOU WILL USE THE INDUCTION COIL SENSOR CARD IN A CIRCUIT THAT Responds TO A MOVING MAGNET BY ALTERING THE FREQUENCY OF AN AUDIO TONE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT INDUCTION COIL IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT C5).
4. □ INSERT 555 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT Q5).
5. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS C1 AND D1.
7. □ INSERT R5 ACROSS SPRING 23 AND G3.
8. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS SPRING 1 AND D3.
9. □ INSERT C2 ACROSS Q1 AND R1.
10. □ CONNECT Q2 TO GROUND (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT R4 TO S7 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT T4 TO Q7 (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT C4 TO T7 (RED).
14. □ CONNECT C10 TO +9V (RED).
15. □ CONNECT F1 TO GROUND (RED).
16. □ CONNECT C10 TO +9V (WHT).
17. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO F4 (RED).
18. □ CONNECT SPRING 13 TO R9 (RED).
19. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO Q9 (RED).
20. □ CONNECT SPRING 16 TO +9V (BLU).
21. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO E4 (BLU).
22. □ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO GROUND (BLU).
23. □ CONNECT SPRING 29 TO S4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

CREATE A FREQUENCY CHANGE BY SWINGING THE MAGNET BY THE BACK OF THE INDUCTION COIL CARD. PLACE A PIECE OF CARDBOARD OR PLASTIC AGAINST SPRINGS 3 AND 21 TO KEEP THE MAGNET FROM BEING ATTRACTED TO THESE SPRINGS, THEN SWING.
BUILD A COMPASS BOUNCER

THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 25 SHOWS HOW AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE DEFLECTS THE COMPASS NEEDLE. YOU WILL BUILD A PULSE GENERATOR THAT AUTOMATICALLY APPLIES A SERIES OF PULSES TO THE INDUCTION COIL SENSOR CARD. EACH PULSE DEFLECTS THE COMPASS NEEDLE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.  
2. □ CONNECT C1 TO GROUND (WHT).
3. □ INSERT INDUCTION COIL CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
4. □ CONNECT Q2 TO 9V (RED).
5. □ CONNECT R1 TO 57 (WHT).
6. □ INSERT 555 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT Q5).  
7. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS R1 AND S10.
8. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS R1 AND Q1 (-).
9. □ INSERT LED ACROSS F9 (ANODE) AND H9 (CATHODE).
10. □ CONNECT Q1 TO +9V (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT Q2 TO Q7 (WHT).
12. □ INSERT 10K (BRN-BLK-ORG).
13. □ CONNECT S1 TO S10 (WHT).
14. □ CONNECT S12 TO Q8 (BLU).
15. □ CONNECT S14 TO Q8 (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

BUILD A BASIC MAGNET DETECTOR

You will use the magnet sensor (Hall-effect sensor) to build a basic magnet sensor. When the south pole of the magnet is placed near the left side of the magnet sensor, a red LED will glow.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

R1-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)  RED LED  $

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. ☐ Push power and display switches off.
2. ☐ Insert red LED across H5 (anode) and J5 (cathode).
3. ☐ Insert R1 across H1 and +9V.
4. ☐ Connect spring 7 to +9V (red).
5. ☐ Connect spring 8 to ground (red).
6. ☐ Connect spring 9 to J1 (red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check your wiring for errors. Push the power switch on. The LED remains off. Place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The LED glows when the magnet is within about 1 cm (0.4 inch) from the magnet sensor.

Slowly move the magnet away from the magnet sensor. The LED will switch off when the magnet is several centimeters or more away from the sensor. Move the magnet back toward the sensor to switch the LED on again.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can place various materials between the magnet and the magnet sensor to determine if they will block the magnet's field. With the circuit switched on, place the south pole of the magnet near the magnet sensor until the LED glows. Then move the magnet slightly farther away. Now hold the magnet in place while placing various materials between the magnet and the magnet sensor. Paper, plastic, and aluminum have no effect. Objects made from steel, however, will extinguish the LED when they are placed between the magnet and the magnet sensor. Common steel objects include screwdrivers, tweezers, and washers.

Even a paperclip has this effect. While holding the magnet in place, put the end of the paperclip onto the surface of the magnet sensor. You should be able to extinguish the LED by moving the paperclip against the front of the sensor.
USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON THE BUZZER

YOU WILL USE TWO TRANSISTORS TO BUILD A SIMPLE CIRCUIT THAT SWITCHES ON THE BUZZER WHEN THE MAGNET IS BROUGHT NEAR THE MAGNET SENSOR.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

Q1-NPN TRANSISTOR (9014)  
RL-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)  
R2-JK (BRN-BLK-RED)  
Q2-POWER FET

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.  
2. □ INSERT Q1 AT H8 (E), G8 (B) AND F8 (C).  
3. □ INSERT Q2 AT C1 (G), B1 (D) AND A1 (S).  
4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS C5 AND Fb.  
5. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS F10 AND +9V.  
6. □ CONNECT H1D TO GROUND (RED).  
7. □ CONNECT B5 TO +9V (WHT).  
8. □ CONNECT SPRING 7 TO +9V (RED).  
9. □ CONNECT SPRING 8 GROUND (RED).  
10. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO G6 (RED).  
11. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO A5 (RED).  
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH OFF THE BUZZER

USE A POWER FET TO TURN OFF THE BUZZER WHEN A MAGNET NEARS THE SENSOR. THIS CIRCUIT ILLUSTRATES HOW MAGNET SENSORS ARE USED IN SECURITY SYSTEMS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF. 6. □ CONNECT SPRING 8 TO GROUND (RED).
2. □ INSERT Q1 AT C1 (C), B1 (D) AND A1 (S). 7. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO HI (RED).
3. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS C5 AND H5. 8. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO A5 (RED).
4. □ CONNECT BS TO +9V (MHT). 9. □ CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).
5. □ CONNECT SPRING 7 TO +9V (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER


1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF. 3. □ INSERT RED LED ACROSS EB (ANODE) AND GB (CATHODE).
2. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS A9 AND EB. 4. □ CONNECT G10 TO GROUND (RED).
USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON AN LED FOR A FIXED TIME

You will build a monostable multivibrator circuit that causes a LED to glow for a fixed period of time when the magnet is placed near the magnet sensor. The LED continues to glow even when the magnet is moved away from the magnet sensor.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 4011
- R1, R2-10k (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R3, 470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)
- C1, 100 uF
- RED LED
- RED LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF THE 4011 (PINS 8, 9, 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT 4011 IÇ ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT F5).
3. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS R2 AND L2.
4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS K4 AND GROUND.
5. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS E1 AND +9V.
6. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS H4 (+) AND J4 (-).
7. □ INSERT LED ACROSS E4 (ANODE) AND G4 (CATHODE).
8. □ CONNECT L1 TO GROUND (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT F10 TO +9V (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT G2 TO J2 (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT J2 TO K1 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT L7 TO GROUND (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT G10 TO H10 (WHT).
14. □ CONNECT K10 TO L10 (WHT).
15. □ CONNECT H9 TO K9 (WHT).
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 7 TO +9V (RED).
17. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO GROUND (RED).
18. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO F1 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check your wiring for errors. The leads of several of the parts are closely spaced, so be sure they do not touch one another. Push the power switch on and the LED glows. After several seconds, the LED switches off. Now bring the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The LED switches on for several seconds. During this period, moving the magnet away from the magnet sensor will have no effect on the circuit, and the LED will continue to glow.

3. GOING FURTHER

C1 and R2 control how long the LED stays on once the magnet sensor is triggered. For brief time delays, replace C1 with a 10 uF capacitor. For long time delays, replace C1 with the 470 uF capacitor. Orient the capacitor leads correctly (H4 is + and J4 is -).
USE A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON A FLASHING LED

YOU WILL BUILD AN LED FLASHER CIRCUIT THAT IS TRIGGERED BY THE MAGNET. NORMALLY A RED LED GLOWS STEADILY. WHEN THE MAGNET IS PLACED NEAR THE MAGNET SENSOR, THE LED FLASHER A FEW TIMES EACH SECOND.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1-4M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- R2-10K (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R3 470 (YEL VIO BRN)
- C1-1 UF
- RED LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF THE 4011 (PINS 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. Push power and display switches off.
2. Insert 4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at F3).
3. Insert R1 across D3 and G3.
4. Insert R2 across D5 and H4.
5. Insert R3 across E1 and +9V.
6. Insert C1 across F4 (+) and D4 (-).
7. Insert LED across E2 (ANODE) and J2 (CATHODE).
8. Connect L2 to ground (WHT).
11. Connect J1 to K1 (WHT).
12. Connect L4 to H7 (WHT).
13. Connect F9 to J7 (WHT).
15. Connect K10 to L10 (WHT).
16. Connect spring 7 to +9V (RED).
17. Connect spring 8 to ground (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Inspect your circuit for errors. The leads of the LED, C1, and all 3 resistors are very close together. Spread these components outward so their leads do not touch one another. Push the power switch on, and the red LED will glow. When you place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor, the LED flashes several times each second. Move the magnet away, and the LED glows continuously.

3. GOING FURTHER

To slow the LED flash rate, increase C1 to 4.7 or 10 UF. Orient the capacitor leads correctly (+15S and -D5S) or replace R2 (BRN-BLK-YEL) with the 1M console pot. Connect spring 16 to D5 (BLU) and spring 17 to H4 (BLU). Rotate the 1M pot knob to change the flash rate when the magnet is near the magnet sensor.
USE A MAGNET TO STOP A FLASHING LED

You will modify the circuit on page % to build an LED flasher circuit that is switched off by the magnet. Normally a red LED flashes several times a second. When the magnet is placed near the magnet sensor, the LED stops flashing and glows steadily.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

This circuit is a modified version of the one on page %. No additional parts are necessary.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. MODIFY THE CIRCUIT THAT USES A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON A FLASHING LED

1. □ Push power and display switches off. 3. □ Move red wire at l7 to F1.
2. □ Remove whit wire between F4 and J7. 4. □ Connect K9 to H9 (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

This is a modified circuit. So be sure none of the parts or wires have come loose and that you have made no errors. Push the power switch up, and the LED will flash several times each second. Now place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The LED will glow steadily.

3. GOING FURTHER

As with the original circuit, you can increase the value of C1 to slow the flash rate. You can also replace R2 with the 1M console potentiometer to provide an adjustable flash rate. See page % for details.

You can add a second LED to make an alternate red-green flasher. You will need a green LED and R4, a 470-ohm resistor (YEL-VIO-BRN). Follow these steps:

1. □ Push power and display switches off. 5. □ Insert LED across E7 (anode) and
2. □ Remove whit wire between K9 and H9. 7. □ Connect I8 to I3 (WHT).
3. □ Remove whit wire between L4 and H7. 4. □ Connect I8 to I3 (WHT).

Push the power switch on, and the LEDs will flash alternately. Place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The green LED will stop flashing and the red LED will glow continuously.
USE THE MAGNET TO SWITCH ON A TONE

YOU WILL USE THE MAGNET TO ACTIVATE AN ADJUSTABLE AUDIO OSCILLATOR MADE FROM TWO GATES IN A 4011.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 4011
- R1-10k (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R2-1M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- C1-0.1 UF (10V)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF THE 4011 (PINS 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

  1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISCONNECT SWITCHES OFF.
  2. □ INSERT 4011 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 8 AT F5).
  3. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS D3 AND C3.
  4. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS L9 AND GROUND.
  5. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS I4 AND GROUND.
  6. □ CONNECT L1 TO GROUND (WHT).
  7. □ CONNECT R10 TO +9V (WHT).
  8. □ CONNECT H2 TO J2 (WHT).
  9. □ CONNECT J1 TO K1 (WHT).
 10. □ CONNECT F4 TO J7 (WHT).
 11. □ CONNECT L4 TO H7 (WHT).
 12. □ CONNECT C10 TO H10 (WHT).
 13. □ CONNECT K10 TO L10 (WHT).
 14. □ CONNECT SPRING 7 TO +9V (RED).
 15. □ CONNECT SPRING 8 GROUND (RED).
 16. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO L7 (RED).
 17. □ CONNECT SPRING 10 TO D5 (BLU).
 18. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO K4 (BLU).
 19. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 23 AND 26 (RED).
 20. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 24 AND 25 (WHT).
 21. □ CONNECT SPRING 27 TO I3 (BLU).
 22. □ CONNECT SPRING 28 TO GROUND (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

YOU CAN MAKE THE FREQUENCY OF THE TONE RESPOND TO LIGHT. FOLLOW THESE STEPS:

  1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISCONNECT SWITCHES OFF.
  2. □ INSERT PHOTORESISTOR CARD IN SENSOR 4.
  3. □ MOVE BLU AT SPRING 16 TO SPRING 1.
  4. □ MOVE BLU AT SPRING 17 TO SPRING 2.

USE THE MAGNET TO SWITCH OFF A TONE

You will modify the circuit on page 48 so that an audio tone is switched off when the magnet is placed near the magnet sensor.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

This circuit is a modified version of the one on page 48. No additional parts are necessary.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011 (PINS 8, 9, 12 AND 13).

1. MODIFY CIRCUIT THAT USES A MAGNET TO SWITCH ON A TONE

1. □ Push power and display switches off. 3. □ Move red wire at L7 to F3.
2. □ Remove white wire between F4 and J7. 4. □ Connect H9 to K9 (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Any time you modify a circuit, it is important to make sure none of the wires or parts have come loose. Be sure to check your wiring carefully. Push the power switch on and you will hear a tone from the speaker. Place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor, and the tone will stop.

The operation of this circuit resembles that of the circuit on page 44 in which the magnet switches off the buzzer. The main differences are that this circuit uses less current and the frequency of the audio tone can be adjusted. As with the circuit on page 44, this circuit can simulate the operation of an intrusion alarm designed to detect an open window or door. In either case, the magnet is mounted on the moving object and the magnet sensor is on a nearby fixed object.

A similar approach can be used to detect when merchandise in a store or an object in a museum has been moved. The magnet is mounted at the bottom of the object being protected. The magnet sensor is mounted below where the object is placed. The tone sounds when the object is moved.

3. GOING FURTHER

This circuit can be used to detect ferrous metals like iron and steel. Hold the magnet near the maximum range away from the magnet sensor at which the tone is silent. Then place one end of the paper clip against the left side of the magnet sensor. The tone sounds when the paper clip is directly between the center of the magnet sensor and the magnet. Rub the paper clip and the tone switches off and on. Grip the paper clip firmly, since it will be attracted to the magnet.
USE A MAGNET TO CONTROL A PULSATING TONE GENERATOR

YOU WILL USE ALL FOUR GATES IN A 4011 TO BUILD A PAIR OF AUDIO OSCILLATORS THAT GENERATE A PULSATING TONE. YOU WILL USE THE MAGNET TO SWITCH THE TONE OFF.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 4011
- R1 = 1M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- C1 = 10 UF
- C2 = 0.01 UF (103)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT 4011 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT F5).
3. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS G1 AND D4.
4. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS T3 (-) AND D3 (-).
5. □ INSERT C2 ACROSS T7 AND K7.
6. □ CONNECT L1 TO GROUND (WHT).
7. □ CONNECT F10 TO 9V (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT J1 TO J1 (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT H2 TO J2 (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT G10 TO H10 (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT H9 TO J9 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT H4 TO L7 (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 7 TO +9V (RED).
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 8 TO GROUND (RED).
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 9 TO F1 (BLD).
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO D1 (BLU).
17. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO H1 (BLU).
18. □ CONNECT SPRING 16 TO K1 (BLU).
19. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO J10 (BLU).
20. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 23 AND 26 (RED).
21. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 24 AND 25 (WHT).
22. □ CONNECT SPRING 27 TO J8 (BLU).
23. □ CONNECT SPRING 28 TO GROUND (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTORESISTOR CARD IN SOCKET.
3. □ MOVE BLU AT SPRING 13 TO SPRING 1.
4. □ MOVE BLU AT SPRING 14 TO SPRING 2.

TO MAKE THE CIRCUIT RESPOND TO LIGHT, PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON AND SHADE THE PHOTORESISTOR CARD. PLACE THE MAGNET'S SOUTH POLE NEAR THE LEFT SIDE OF THE MAGNET SENSOR. THE TONE FREQUENCY WITHIN THE PULSES INCREASES WHEN THE LIGHT AT THE PHOTORESISTOR INCREASES. NOTE THAT TOO MUCH LIGHT MAY STOP THE TONE.
USE THE MAGNET TO TRIGGER TWO TONES

You will connect the magnet sensor to the voltage input pin of a 555 timer IC connected as an audio oscillator. You will then use the magnet to change the frequency of the tone from a high frequency to a low frequency.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 555
- R2-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R3-50K (BRN-GRN-BRN)
- C1-0.1UF (ULY)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

   1. □ Push power and display switches off.
   2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
   3. □ Insert R2 across R2 and S11.
   4. □ Insert R3 across spring 23 and +9V.
   5. □ Insert C1 across Q1 and R1.
   6. □ Connect Q3 and ground (WHT).
   7. □ Connect Q10 to +9V (RED).
   8. □ Connect R4 and S7 (WHT).
   9. □ Connect T4 and Q7 (WHT).
   10. □ Connect spring 7 to +9V (RED).
   11. □ Connect spring 8 to ground (RED).
   12. □ Connect spring 9 to T7 (RED).
   13. □ Connect spring 13 to R9 (BLU).
   14. □ Connect spring 14 to +9V (BLU).
   15. □ Connect spring 24 to S4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

   Inspect the circuit for errors. Adjust 100K console pot R1 to its mid-point and push the power switch on. A buzz or tone sounds from the speaker. Place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The frequency of the tone suddenly changes. Move the magnet away, and the frequency returns to its former value. With the magnet moved away from the magnet sensor, adjust 100K console pot R1 for the desired tone frequency. Repeat the magnet experiment. Rotate R1 to the right, and the tone has a high frequency. When you bring the magnet close to the magnet sensor, the tone stops.

3. GOING FURTHER

   1. □ Push power and display switches off.
   2. □ Insert photoresistor card in socket.
   3. □ Move BLU at spring 13 to spring 1.
   4. □ Move BLU at spring 14 to spring 2.

   Place the circuit in a darkened room. Push the power switch on and place the south pole of the magnet near the left side of the magnet sensor. The speaker emits a tone that increases in frequency when the photoresistor light level increases.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH OFF AN LED

You will build a simple touch switch from only one gate in a 4011 quad NAND gate. Normally an LED will glow. Touching the touch sensor extinguishes the LED. The circuit includes a pair of 100,000 ohm resistors (R1 and R2) to help protect the CMOS gate from possible damage caused by electrostatic discharge.

Parts you will need:

- R1, R2 1kΩ (brn-blk-yel)
- R3 10M (brn-blk-blu)
- R4 470 (yel-vio-brn)

Circuit diagram:

1. Build the circuit

1. Wrap power and display switches off.
2. Insert 4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at F5).
3. Insert R1 across spring 5 and F1.
4. Insert R2 across spring 6 and G1.
5. Insert R3 across CH and L7.
6. Insert R4 across HS and H3.
7. Insert LED across N4 (anode) and L4 (cathode).
8. Connect L1 to ground (whit).
9. Connect F7 to +9V (whit).
10. Connect F4 to +9V (whit).
11. Connect J1 to K1 (whit).
13. Connect G10 to H10 (whit).
14. Connect K20 to LED (whit).
15. Connect H9 to K9 (whit).
16. Connect L9 to ground (whit).

2. Test the circuit

Check your wiring for errors and be sure that all the unused inputs are connected to ground. Discharge any static electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded metal object, such as a screw on an electrical light switch plate. Push the power switch on. The LED glows. Press the touch sensor with your index finger. The LED switches off. Remove your finger, and the LED glows again. Notice that the LED continues to glow until you press down with your finger. Try varying the pressure on the touch switch and the angle of your finger to see if you can dim the LED instead of switching it off abruptly. A very gentle touch allows you to do this.

3. Going further

Later in this manual (pp. 62-67) you will insert the conductive foam cylinder into the touch sensor to convert it to a pressure sensor. You can also use the pressure sensor with this touch sensor project. Insert the foam plastic pressure sensor into the touch sensor aperture and press down. The LED switches off.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH ON AN LED

YOU WILL ADD A GATE TO THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 52 TO BUILD A TOUCH SWITCH THAT SWITCHES ON AN LED. NORMALLY THE LED IS OFF. TOUCHING THE TOUCH SENSOR CAUSES THE LED TO GLOW. THE CIRCUIT RETAINS THE PAIR OF 100,000 OHM RESISTORS (R1 AND R2) THAT HELP PROTECT THE CMOS GATE FROM ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

THIS CIRCUIT IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE ONE ON PAGE 52. NO ADDITIONAL PARTS ARE NECESSARY.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. MODIFY THE TOUCH SWITCH THAT SWITCHES OFF AN LED (P. 52)

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF. □ INSERT R4 ACROSS I3 AND I5.
2. □ REMOVE R4 ACROSS I3 AND I5.
3. □ REMOVE WHIT WIRE ACROSS K2 AND L2.

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

BECAUSE THIS CIRCUIT HAS BEEN MODIFIED FROM A PREVIOUS PROJECT, IT’S ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO MAKE SURE NO WIRES OR PARTS HAVE COME LOOSE. CHECK YOUR WIRING CAREFULLY. IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY DONE SO, DISCHARGE ANY STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARGE ON YOUR BODY BY TOUCHING A GROUNDED METAL OBJECT, SUCH AS A SCREW ON AN ELECTRICAL LIGHT SWITCH PLATE.

PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. THE LED WILL BE OFF. PRESS YOUR INDEX FINGER AGAINST THE TOUCH SENSOR. THE LED WILL GLOW. REMOVE YOUR FINGER, AND THE LED WILL SWITCH OFF. EXPERIMENT WITH THE ANGLE OF YOUR FINGER FOR BEST RESULTS.

3. GOING FURTHER

AS WITH THE PROJECT ON PAGE 52, YOU CAN USE THE PRESSURE SENSOR WITH THIS TOUCH SENSOR PROJECT. JUST INSERT THE FOAM PLASTIC PRESSURE SENSOR INTO THE TOUCH SENSOR APERTURE AND PRESS DOWN GENTLY. THE LED WILL GLOW. NOTICE THAT THE CIRCUIT IS VERY SENSITIVE TO TOUCH WHEN OPERATED WITH THE PRESSURE-SENSITIVE FOAM.

YOU HAVE PROBABLY ALREADY NOTICED THAT YOU CAN SWITCH THE LED ON BY SIMPLY TOUCHING THE TOUCH SENSOR SPRINGS INSTEAD OF THE TOUCH SENSOR ITSELF. YOU CAN ALSO BRIDGE YOUR INDEX FINGER ACROSS THE LEADS OF R1 AND R2. IT’S BEST TO TOUCH THE LEADS OF R1 AND R2 THAT MAKE CONTACT WITH SPRINGS 5 AND 6. TOUCHING THE LEADS THAT ARE CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE INPUTS OF THE '4011 GATE MAY INTRODUCE STATIC ELECTRICITY THAT CAN DAMAGE THE GATE.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH OFF A TONE

You will build a simple touch switch and an audio tone generator from three gates in a 4011 quad NAND gate. Normally the tone sounds. Touching your finger to the touch sensor will switch off the tone. The circuit includes a pair of 150,000 ohm resistors (R1 and R2) to help protect the CMOS gate from electrostatic discharge.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1, R2 10k (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R3-10k (BRN-BLK-BLU)
- C1 0.1uf (10v)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011 (PINS 5 AND 6).

TOUCH SENSOR

1. Build the Circuit

1. Push power and display switches off.
2. Insert 4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at F5).
3. Insert R1 across spring 5 and F1.
4. Insert R2 across spring 6 and G1.
5. Insert R3 across G2 and L2.
7. Connect L1 to ground (WHT).
8. Connect F10 to +9V (WHT).
9. Connect F9 to +9V (WHT).
10. Connect H9 to J9 (WHT).
11. Connect J1 to K2 (WHT).
12. Connect K4 to ground (WHT).
15. Connect SPRINGS 14 to 38 (BLU).
17. Connect SPRINGS 24 and 25 (WHT).
18. Connect SPRINGS 23 and 26 (RED).
19. Connect SPRING 28 to GND (RED).
20. Connect SPRING 27 to 16 (BLU).

2. Test the Circuit

This circuit has 5 components and 24 connections wires, so carefully check your wiring for errors. Be sure that unused pins 5 and 6 of the 4011 are connected to ground. Discharge any static electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded metal object, such as a screw on an electrical light switch plate. Push the power switch on, and you hear a buzz or tone. Adjust the look console pot R4 until you like the sound, then press the touch switch. The tone ceases. Remove your finger, and the tone returns.

3. Going Further

This circuit is more sensitive to touch when the black conductive foam pressure sensor is inserted into the touch sensor aperture. This is because it has much less resistance than the tip of your finger.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH ON A TONE

You will add a gate to the circuit on page 54 to build a touch switch that turns on an adjustable tone. Normally the tone is off. Touching your finger to the touch sensor causes the tone to sound. The circuit retains the pair of 100,000 ohm resistors (R1 and R2) that help protect the CMOS gate from electrostatic discharge.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

This circuit is a modified version of the one on page 54. No additional parts are necessary.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Note that this circuit uses all four gates in the 4011.

1. MODIFY THE TOUCH SWITCH THAT SWITCHES ON A TONE (P. 54)

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Remove +HT wire across H4 and L7.
3. □ Remove +HT wire across K4 and ground.
4. □ Connect H4 to J4 (+HT).
5. □ Connect I4 to L7 (+HT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Because this circuit has been modified from a previous project, it's very important to be check that no wires or parts have come loose. If you haven't already done so, discharge any static electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded metal object. Push the power switch on, and you hear nothing. Now press your finger against the touch sensor. The speaker emits a tone. Adjust Vol. console pot R4 for the most desirable sound when the sensor is touched.

3. GOING FURTHER

As with the circuit on page 54, this circuit is more sensitive to touch when the black conductive foam pressure sensor is inserted into the touch sensor aperture. A very light touch on the pressure sensor will activate the tone. You can also control the tone by placing a small weight on the pressure sensor. An interesting experiment is to touch the touch sensor after slightly moistening your fingertip. The tone continues even when you remove your finger because your finger deposits a thin film of moisture across the touch sensor electrodes. This moisture continues to conduct even when your finger is gone, so the tone remains on. Eventually, the film of moisture evaporates and the tone ceases.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO KEEP AN LED ON OR OFF

YOU WILL BUILD A TOUCH SWITCH THAT SWITCHES ONE LED ON AND A SECOND LED OFF.
THE LEDS REMAIN ON AND OFF FOR A FIXED TIME INTERVAL EVEN AFTER YOU REMOVE YOUR
FINGER FROM THE TOUCH SENSOR. THIS CIRCUIT USES THE CONDUCTIVE FOAM PRESSURE
SENSOR TO PROVIDE BETTER RESPONSE TO TOUCH.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

| R1, R3, 1K OHM (BRN-BLK-YEL) |
| R2, 10M (BRN-BLK-BLU) |
| C1, 100 UF |
| GREEN LED |
| PRESSURE SENSOR |
| R4, R5, 470 (YEL-VIO-BRN) |
| RED LED |

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH power and display switches OFF. 10. □ INSERT green LED across S9 (anode) and ground (cathode).
2. □ INSERT 4011 IC across spring 2 and F1. 11. □ connect J1 to ground (wht).
3. □ INSERT R1 across spring 5 and F1. 12. □ connect F10 to +9V (wht).
4. □ INSERT R2 across F2 and +9V. 13. □ connect J1 to K1 (wht).
5. □ INSERT R3 across K4 and ground. 14. □ connect J4 to I7 (wht).
6. □ INSERT R4 across J10 and S12. 15. □ connect G4 to I8 (wht).
7. □ INSERT R5 across J8 and T7. 16. □ connect H9 to J9 (wht).
8. □ INSERT C1 across H2 (+) and J2 (-). 17. □ connect G10 to H10 (wht).
9. □ INSERT RED LED across T6 (anode) and ground (cathode). 18. □ connect K10 to I10 (wht).
19. □ connect spring 6 to ground (red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. BE SURE THAT THE EXPOSED LEADS OF C1, R1 AND R2 DO NOT TOUCH
ONE ANOTHER. DISCHARGE ANY STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARGE ON YOUR BODY BY TOUCHING A
GROUNDED METAL OBJECT. INSERT THE FOAM PLASTIC PRESSURE SENSOR INTO THE TOUCH
SENSOR OPENING. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON, AND WAIT FOR THE RED LED TO GLOW.
GENTLY TOUCH THE FOAM INSERT IN THE TOUCH SENSOR. THE RED LED SWITCHES OFF.
AND THE GREEN LED GLOWS FOR A TIME DETERMINED BY R3 AND C1. THE GREEN LED GLOWS
EVEN AFTER YOU REMOVE YOUR FINGER FROM THE TOUCH SENSOR. THIS CIRCUIT WORKS BEST
WHEN THE CONDUCTIVE FOAM INSERT IS PLACED INTO THE TOUCH SENSOR. MOISTEN YOUR
FINGER TIP AND REMOVE EXCESS MOISTURE WITH A CLOTH OR PAPER TOWEL. REMOVE THE
FOAM INSERT FROM THE TOUCH SENSOR. TOUCH YOUR FINGER TIP AGAINST THE TOUCH
SENSOR, AND THE RED LED SWITCHES OFF AND THE GREEN LED GLOWS.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO KEEP A TONE ON OR OFF

You will modify the circuit on page 56 that switches a LED on or off so that it switches a tone on or off. The tone remains on for a fixed time interval even after you remove your finger from the touch sensor.

Parts you will need

- 555 IC
- R2-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R3-270 (RED-VIO-BRN)
- C1-0.1 UF (10%) Pressure Sensor

Circuit Diagram

To pin 10 of 555 for Normally on tone.
To pin 11 of 555 for Normally off tone.

1. Modify the circuit that keeps an LED on or off

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at 05).
3. □ Insert R2 across pin 6 and 5.
4. □ Insert R3 across spring 23 and +9V.
5. □ Insert C1 across pin 2 and 5.
6. □ Connect pin 4 to Q7 (WHT).
7. □ Connect R4 to 07 (WHT).
8. □ Connect Q1 to ground (WHT).
9. □ Connect 510 to +9V (RED).
10. □ Connect R20 to 7 (RED).
11. □ Connect spring 13 to pin 7 (BLU).
12. □ Connect spring 14 to +9V (BLU).
13. □ Connect spring 24 to Q4 (RED).

2. Test the circuit

The expanded circuit is pretty crowded, so check your wiring carefully to make sure you have made no errors. Then insert the pressure-sensitive black foam cylinder into the touch sensor opening. Push the power switch on. You will hear a tone or buzz. Press lightly on the foam insert in the touch sensor, and the frequency of the tone changes dramatically. To operate the circuit in a tone on-off mode, push the power switch off, remove the red LED, and push the power switch on. If the speaker buzzes, rotate 10k console pot R1 toward the left until the buzz stops. Touch the foam insert in the touch sensor, and the speaker emits a tone for a time determined by R1 and C1. Adjust R1 for the best sound.

3. Going further

The circuit is connected so that the tone is on. To connect the circuit so the tone is off, remove the green LED and move the red wire at 17 to 17. The tone is switched off when you touch the foam insert in the sensor switch opening.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH OFF THE BUZZER

YOU WILL BUILD A SIMPLE TOUCH SWITCH FROM A SINGLE GATE IN A 4011 QUAD NAND GATE AND THE POWER FET. NORMALLY THE BUZZER SOUNDS. TOUCHING THE TOUCH SENSOR QUIETS THE BUZZER. AS WITH THE PREVIOUS CIRCUITS, THIS CIRCUIT INCLUDES TWO 100,000 OHM RESISTORS (R1 AND R2) TO HELP PROTECT THE CMOS GATE FROM ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 74011
- Q1-POWER FET

R1, R2-100k (BRN-BLKL-YEL)
R3 10M (BRN BLK BLU)
R4-1k (BRN-BLKL-RED)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011
(PINS 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 4011 IC across slot (PIN 1 at F5).
3. □ Insert Q1 at C1 (G1), B1 (D) and A1 (S).
4. □ Insert R1 across SPRING 5 AND F1.
5. □ Insert R2 across SPRING 6 AND Q1.
7. □ Insert R4 across C3 and H3.
8. □ Connect L1 to ground (WHT).
9. □ Connect F10 to +9V (WHT).
10. □ Connect F2 to +9V (WHT).
11. □ Connect B5 to +9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect 31 to K1 (WHT).
15. □ Connect K10 to L10 (WHT).
16. □ Connect H9 to K9 (WHT).
17. □ Connect I7 to ground (WHT).
18. □ Connect SPRING 21 to A5 (RED)
19. □ Connect SPRING 22 to GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Inspect your wiring and fix any errors. Be sure that all the unused 4011 inputs are connected to ground. Discharge static electricity on your body by touching a grounded metal object, such as a screw on a light switch plate. Push the power switch on and the buzzer sounds. Press the touch sensor with your finger and the buzzer is silent. Remove your finger and the buzzer sounds again. Note that the buzzer continues to sound until you press down on the touch sensor. You shouldn’t have to press down very hard unless your skin is unusually dry. Vary the pressure and the angle of your finger for best results.

3. GOING FURTHER

As with previous touch sensor projects, you can use the pressure sensor with this project. Insert the foam plastic pressure sensor into the touch sensor aperture and press very gently. The buzzer is silent.
USE THE TOUCH SENSOR TO SWITCH THE BUZZER ON

You will add a gate to the circuit on page 58 to build a touch switch that activates the buzzer. The buzzer is silent until you touch the touch sensor. The circuit retains the two 100,000 ohm resistors (R1 and R2) that help protect the CMOS gate from electrostatic discharge.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

This circuit is a modified version of the one on page 58. No additional parts are necessary.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Ground unused inputs of 4011 (pins 8, 9, 12, and 13).

1. MODIFY THE TOUCH SWITCH THAT SWITCHES OFF BUZZER (P. 58)

1. ☐ Push power and display switches off.  
2. ☐ Remove white wire across R2 and L2.  
3. ☐ Remove R4 across C3 and H3.  
4. ☐ Insert R4 across C3 and I3.  
5. ☐ Connect H2 to J2 (white).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Because you have modified a circuit that you previously built, some wires or parts may have come loose, so it's important to check your wiring carefully. If you haven't already done so, discharge any static electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded metal object, such as a screw on an electrical light switch plate.

Push the power switch on, and nothing happens. Now press your index finger against the touch sensor. The buzzer sounds. Remove your finger, and the buzzer is silent.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can use the pressure sensor with this touch sensor project. Insert the foam plastic pressure sensor into the touch sensor aperture and touch or press down gently on the foam plastic. The buzzer sounds. Note that the circuit is much more sensitive to touch when the pressure-sensitive foam is used.

As with other touch sensor projects, you can bypass the sensor and use your finger to bridge springs 5 and 6 or the leads of resistors R1 and R2. Be sure to touch the leads of R1 and R2 that make contact with springs 5 and 6. Touching the leads that are connected directly to the inputs of the 4011 gate may introduce static electricity that can damage the gate.
USE A TOUCH SENSOR TO TURN GREEN LED ON/RED LED OFF

YOU WILL USE ALL FOUR GATES IN A 4011 TO BUILD A RED/GREEN LED TOUCH SWITCH. NORMALLY THE RED LED GLOWS. TOUCHING THE TOUCH SENSOR EXTINGUISHES THE RED LED AND CAUSES THE GREEN LED TO GLOW.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 4011
- R2, R2-100K (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R3-10M (BRN-BLK-BLU)
- R4, R5 '70 (YLL W/O BRN)
- RED LED
- GREEN LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert '4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at F1).
3. □ Insert R1 across spring 5 and F1.
4. □ Insert R2 across spring 6 and G1.
5. □ Insert R3 across G4 and L4.
7. □ Insert R5 across J7 and T7.
8. □ Insert green LED across S9 (anode) and ground (cathode).
9. □ Insert red LED across T6 (anode) and ground (cathode).
10. □ Connect L1 to ground (WHT).
11. □ Connect F10 to +9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect F2 to +9V (WHT).
15. □ Connect I4 to G7 (WHT).
16. □ Connect I4 to K7 (WHT).
17. □ Connect G10 to H10 (WHT).
18. □ Connect K10 to L10 (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check your wiring for errors. Discharge any static electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded metal object. Push the power switch on, and the red LED glows. Press the touch sensor with your finger. The red LED switches off and the green LED glows. Remove your finger and the green LED switches off and the red LED again glows. This circuit is very sensitive and works fine with finger pressure alone. If not, insert the foam plastic pressure sensor into the touch sensor aperture and press very gently. The red LED switches off and the green LED glows.
USE A TOUCH SENSOR TO CHANGE THE TONE FREQUENCY

Combine two gates in the '4011 with a 555 connected as an audio oscillator to build a touch-controlled oscillator. Normally the speaker emits an adjustable tone. The tone becomes a buzz or is silenced by touching the touch sensor.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1, R2-100k (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R3-10M (BRN-BLK-BLU)
- R5-12K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R6-710 (RFD-VIO-BRN)
- C1-0.1uf (10v)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert '4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at F5).
3. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at G5).
4. □ Insert R1 across spring 5 and F1.
5. □ Insert R2 across spring 6 and G1.
7. □ Insert R5 across R4 and S1.
8. □ Insert R6 across C8 and +9V.
10. □ Connect J1 to ground (WHT).
11. □ Connect F10 to +9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect F2 to +9V (WHT).
15. □ Connect Q10 to H10 (WHT).
17. □ Connect H9 to K9 (WHT).
18. □ Connect L9 to ground (WHT).
19. □ Connect Q4 to ground (WHT).
20. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
21. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
22. □ Connect Q10 to -9V (RED).
23. □ Connect J4 to T7 (RED).
25. □ Connect J14 to S9 (BLU).
27. □ Connect J24 to S4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check your wiring for errors. Discharge any static electricity on your body by touching a grounded metal object. Rotate 100k console pot R4 to its midpoint. Push the power switch on and a tone sounds. Adjust the tone to your liking by rotating R4. Touch the touch sensor. The tone either ceases entirely or becomes a buzz. If the circuit doesn't respond to touch, press your finger at a different angle. Adjust R4 to silence the circuit when you touch the sensor.
BUILD A PRESSURE-SENSITIVE RISING TONE OSCILLATOR

THE SENSOR CIRCUITS DESCRIBED IN THE PREVIOUS SECTION (P. 52-67) ARE PRESSURE SENSITIVE TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CAN BE INFLUENCED BY HOW HARD YOU PRESS THE TOUCH SENSOR. THE CIRCUITS ON PAGES 62-67 ARE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO BE PRESSURE SENSITIVE. THIS IS ACHIEVED BY PLACING A SMALL CYLINDER OF ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE BLACK FOAM PLASTIC OVER THE TOUCH SENSOR ELECTRODES. YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO USE THIS PRESSURE-SENSITIVE FOAM BY BUILDING AN OSCILLATOR THAT EMITS AN AUDIO TONE. THE TONE FREQUENCY RISES WHEN YOU PRESS ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

R1- LM (BRN-BLK-GRN)
R2-270 (RED-VIO-BRN)
C1-0.001 uf (102)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT 555 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J5).
3. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS L10 AND K10.
4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS E6 AND J8.
5. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS J1 AND K1.
6. □ CONNECT J2 TO GROUND (WHT).

7. □ CONNECT J10 TO +9V (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT K4 TO L7 (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT M4 TO J7 (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT SPRING S TO +9V (RED).
11. □ CONNECT SPRING G TO K7 (RED).
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 23 TO E10 (RED).
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 24 TO L4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. INSERT THE FOAM CYLINDER INTO THE TOUCH SENSOR OPENING. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. YOU HEAR A BUZZ OR NO SOUND AT ALL. GENTLY PRESS DOWN ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR. A BUZZ THAT QUICKLY BECOMES A TONE SOUNDS AS YOU CONTINUE TO PRESS DOWN ON THE SENSOR. RELAX THE PRESSURE AND THE TONE FREQUENCY FALLS. MOVE YOUR FINGER. THE TONE BECOMES A SLOW BUZZ OR THE SPEAKER BECOMES SILENT.

3. GOING FURTHER

HOLD DIFFERENT OBJECTS ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR WHILE LISTENING TO THE TONE CHANGE. FOR BEST RESULTS, USE OBLONG OBJECTS. CAUTION: AVOID USING HEAVY OBJECTS. USE CARE TO PREVENT THE OBJECT FROM FALLING ON THE CONSOLE. THE CIRCUIT CAN BE MADE INTO A MOVEMENT AND VIBRATION SENSOR. PLACE THE CONSOLE NEAR A WALL AND PLACE A METAL ROD OR SCREWDRIVER SO THE LOWER END RESTS ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR, THE OTHER AGAINST A WALL. MOVEMENTS CAUSE TONE FREQUENCY CHANGES.
BUILD A PRESSURE-SENSITIVE FALLING TONE OSCILLATOR

BUILD AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR THAT CREATES A TONE FREQUENCY THAT FALLS WITH PRESSURE. THIS CONTRASTS WITH THE PREVIOUS CIRCUIT, WHERE THE FREQUENCY RISES WITH PRESSURE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).
4. □ Insert R4 across E6 and J8.
5. □ Insert C1 across J1 and K1.
6. □ Connect J2 to ground (WHT).  
7. □ Connect J10 to +9V (WHT).
8. □ Connect K1 to L7 (WHT).
9. □ Connect M9 to J7 (WHT).

10. □ Connect spring 5 to +9V (RED).
11. □ Connect spring 6 to M8 (RED).
12. □ Connect spring 10 to ground (RED).
14. □ Connect spring 13 to K9 (BLU).
15. □ Connect spring 14 to +9V (BLU).
16. □ Connect spring 23 to E10 (RED).
17. □ Connect spring 24 to L4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check wiring for errors. Insert the black foam cylinder into the touch sensor opening. Rotate 10k console pot R1 to its mid-point. Push the power switch on. An audio tone sounds. Adjust 10k console pot R2 until the tone frequency is reasonably pleasant. Now press down on the pressure sensor with your finger. The frequency of the tone falls. You can adjust both R1 and R2 to alter the circuit tone range. R1 and the pressure sensor form a voltage divider, so pressing down on the pressure sensor or adjusting R1 changes the voltage at the control input (pin 5) of the 555. This changes the tone frequency. R2 is independent of the pressure sensor, changing its value changes the tone frequency.

3. GOING FURTHER

The experiments described in going further on page 62 can also be tried with this circuit. Caution: avoid using heavy objects and use care to prevent the object from falling on the console.
BUILD A PRESSURE-ACTIVATED TONE GENERATOR

BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT PRODUCES A TONE ONLY WHEN THE PRESSURE SENSOR IS PRESSED. IT CAN BE EASILY MODIFIED TO PRODUCE A TONE THAT IS SWITCHED OFF BY PRESSURE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1-1M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- C1-0.1 UF (10M)
- PRESSURE SENSOR

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND Unused inputs of 4011 (Pins 8, 9, 12 and 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches to off. 17. □ Connect spring 5 to +9V (red).
2. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at E5). 18. □ Connect spring 10 to +9V (blu).
4. □ Insert R1 across spring 6 and C1. 20. □ Connect spring 12 to ground
5. □ Insert C1 across 01 and Q1. (red).
8. □ Connect T3 to ground (wht). 23. □ Connect spring 16 to ground
15. □ Connect S10 to T10 (wht).
16. □ Connect T9 to ground (wht).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Adjust 100k console pot R4 2/3 to the right. Adjust 10k and 5M console pots R3 and R2 to their mid-points. Insert the pressure-sensitive foam cylinder into the touch sensor opening. Now push the power switch on. If you hear a tone, adjust R2 or R3 to the right until the tone stops. Press gently on the pressure sensor. You should hear a tone. Reverse the circuit operation by removing the red wire between spring 5 and +9V. Connect a red wire from spring 5 to ground. Adjust R2 and R3 until the tone stops when the sensor is pressed.
USE PRESSURE TO SPEED UP A FLASHING LED

Many circuits can change the rate at which a LED flashes, most are controlled by adjusting a potentiometer. The circuit you are about to build is unique because you control the LED flash rate by simply pressing down on the pressure sensor. You will build the circuit and adjust a control potentiometer to give various effects.

**Parts You Will Need**

- R2 10k (BRN BLK ORG)
- R3-470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)
- C1 1 uF
- RED LED
- PRESSURE SENSOR

**Circuit Diagram**

**1. Build the Circuit**

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (PN 1 at J5).
4. □ Insert R3 across J5 and +9V.
5. □ Insert C1 across K1 (-) and J1 (-).
6. □ Connect J2 to ground (WHT).
7. □ Insert red LED across J4 (anode) and L4 (cathode).
8. □ Connect J10 to +9V (WHT).
9. □ Connect K4 to J7 (WHT).
10. □ Connect AM to J7 (WHT).
11. □ Connect spring 5 to +9V (RED).
12. □ Connect spring 6 to K8 (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 16 to K9 (ALL).
14. □ Connect spring 17 to +9V (BLU).

**2. Test the Circuit**

Check your wiring for errors. Insert the pressure-sensitive black foam cylinder into the touch sensor opening. Rotate IM console pot R1 to its mid-point, then push the power switch up. The LED flashes a few times per second. Press down on the pressure sensor. The LED flash rate speeds up dramatically. When the flash rate reaches around 16 flashes per second, the LED appears to glow continuously. Adjust R1 to alter the overall flash range. For example, while pressing down on the pressure sensor, adjust R1 until you achieve a desired flash rate, then release the pressure to see what happens.

**3. Going Further**

For a slower flash rate, replace C1 with a 4.7 uF capacitor. You can also replace the red LED with a green LED. In both cases, be sure to observe polarity.
USE PRESSURE TO SLOW A FLASHING LED

SLOWING DOWN A FLASHING LED IS A BIT MORE COMPLICATED THAN SPEEDING UP THE FLASH RATE. YOU WILL USE THE CONTROL INPUT OF A 555 IC TO SLOW DOWN A FLASHING LED BY CONNECTING THE PRESSURE SENSOR AND A POTENTIOMETER IN SERIES TO FORM A VOLTAGE DIVIDER. PRESSING DOWN ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR CHANGES ITS RESISTANCE. THIS ALTERS THE VOLTAGE THAT THE DIVIDER APPLIES TO THE CONTROL INPUT OF THE 555.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>10k (BRN BLK ORG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1uF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.  
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).  
4. □ Insert R4 across H1 and +9V.  
5. □ Insert C1 across K1 (+) and J1 (-).  
6. □ Insert LED across H3 (anode) and L3 (cathode).  
7. □ Connect J2 and ground (WHT).  
8. □ Connect J10 to +9V (WHT).  
9. □ Connect M4 and J7 (WHT).  
10. □ Connect K4 and L7 (WHT).  
11. □ Connect spring 5 to +9V (RED).  
12. □ Connect spring 6 to M7 (RED).  
13. □ Connect spring 13 to ground (RED).  
14. □ Connect springs 14 and 6 (BLU).  
15. □ Connect spring 16 to K9 (BLU).  
16. □ Connect spring 17 to J9 (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. The 10k console potentiometer R1 and the pressure sensor control changes in the LED flash rate. Rotate R1 all the way to the left. The 1M console potentiometer R2 controls the basic flash rate of the LED. Adjust R2 to its mid-point. Insert the pressure-sensitive black foam cylinder into the touch sensor opening. Then push the power switch on. The LED flashes. Press down on the foam plastic pressure sensor, and the flash rate of the LED slows. You can better see the change by rotating R2 until the flashes from the LED merge together. Now when you press down on the pressure sensor, the slower flash rate is more apparent.
BUILD A SIMPLE SCALE WITH A BARGRAPH READOUT

CONNECT THE PRESSURE SENSOR TO THE LED BARGRAPH READOUT TO FORM AN ELECTRONIC SCALE. A 272 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER MULTIPLIES THE PRESSURE TEN TIMES TO INCREASE THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SCALE. A GREEN LED GLOWS TO INDICATE THE READOUT IS OFF-SCALE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R2-1M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- R3-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R4-100K (BRN-BLK-YEL)
- R5-150 (BRN-BRN-BRN)
- GREEN LED
- PRESSURE SENSOR

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF. 9. □ CONNECT JD TO +9V (WHT).
2. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J5). 10. □ CONNECT SPRING 5 AND +9V (RED).
3. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS G3 AND L3. 11. □ CONNECT SPRING 6 TO G1 (RED).
4. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS R2 AND GROUND. 12. □ CONNECT SPRING 19 TO J4 (RED).
5. □ INSERT R4 ACROSS J1 AND K1. 13. □ CONNECT SPRING 16 TO +9V (BLU).
7. □ INSERT LED ACROSS A6 (ANODE) AND D4 (CATHODE). 15. □ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO GROUND (BLU).
8. □ CONNECT K1 TO GROUND (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. INSERT THE BLACK FOAM CYLINDER INTO THE TOUCH SENSOR OPENING. ROTATE IN CONSOLE PIR ALL THE WAY TO THE LEFT. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH UP AND PUSH THE DISPLAY MODE SWITCH TO DOT. ROTATE R1 TO THE RIGHT UNTIL ONLY READOUT LED GLOWS. GENTLY PRESS DOWN ON THE PRESSURE SENSOR. A GLOWING LED MOVES UP THE READOUT AS THE PRESSURE INCREASES. WHEN THE PRESSURE CAUSES THE READOUT TO GO OFF SCALE, THE GREEN LED GLOWS. RELAX THE PRESSURE ON THE SENSOR AND A GLOWING LED MOVES BACK DOWN THE READOUT.

3. GOING FURTHER

INCREASE THE SCALE SENSITIVITY BY REPLACING R5 WITH A 1K RESISTOR. REMOVE R3 AND INSERT THE 1K RESISTOR ACROSS R2 AND GROUND. THE CIRCUIT IS NOW SO SENSITIVE THAT EVEN VERY GENTLE PRESSURE SENDS THE READOUT OFF SCALE.
USE THE PROBE SENSOR TO DETECT RESISTANCE

The probe sensor card can be connected directly to the LED readout to provide a simple resistance sensor. You will build this circuit and use it to sense resistance of your skin and water. You will also build a simple timer from a single capacitor.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 0.1 µF (10 µF)
- 1 µF

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert probe card in remote link socket.
3. □ Insert remote link into sensor socket.
4. □ Connect springs 1 and 19 (BLU).
5. □ Connect springs 2 and 20 (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Remove electrical charge from your body. Place probe sensor card so exposed probes do not touch anything. Push the power switch on and the display mode switch to dot. Readout LED 10 glows, indicating resistance between exposed probes.

Skin resistance: Gently press the probes against a finger tip. The glowing LED moves downward. Press slightly harder and eventually LED 1 glows. Moistening your finger tip and repeat. Less pressure is needed to move the glowing LED from 10 to 1, because moisture greatly reduces the resistance between the probes.

Water resistance: Insert probes a short distance into water. The position of the glowing LED indicates if the water resistance is low or high.

Capacitor timer: Touch the leads of a 0.1 µF capacitor (low) together to remove charge. Spread leads apart and touch the probes to the two leads. Readout LED 1 glows. After half a second or so, LED 2 glows. This continues until LED 10 glows. To slow the moving dot, place a 1 µF electrolytic capacitor across the probes. Short the capacitor leads together, then the probe nearest the black remote link wire should touch the lead of the capacitor marked with a (+) sign. After 5 seconds or so, LED 1 glows. This cycle continues until LED 10 glows.
BUILD A HIGH-SENSITIVITY SKIN RESISTANCE MONITOR

YOU CAN DETECT SKIN RESISTANCE WITH A LED READOUT AND NO OTHER COMPONENTS. USE AN OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER TO SENSE SKIN RESISTANCE WITH GREATER SENSITIVITY.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 7 6 5</td>
<td>R1 (10K) (BRN-BLK-ORG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 7 2</td>
<td>R3 (1K) (BRN-BLK-RED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. Push power and display switches off.
2. Insert probe card in sensor socket.
3. Insert 272 across slot (pin 1 at J3).
4. Insert R1 across A4 and L4.
5. Insert R3 across R2 and ground.
6. Connect N1 to ground (wht).
7. Connect J10 to +9V (wht).
8. Connect spring 1 to +9V (wht).
9. Connect spring 2 to A5 (red).
10. Connect spring 14 to L1 (blu).
11. Connect spring 15 to ground (red).
12. Connect spring 18 to K4 (blu).
13. Connect spring 17 to J4 (blu).
14. Connect spring 19 to J1 (red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Remove electrical charge on your body by touching a grounded object. Inspect your wiring and correct any mistakes. Rotate im console potentiometer R4 all the way to the left. Push the power switch on and the display switch to dot. Moisten your finger tips and place them across the probes of the probe sensor. Rotate the 100k console pot r2 back and forth. A glowing led moves up and down the readout. To increase sensitivity, set r2 so that one of the LEDs near the bottom of the readout glows when your finger tips are across the probes. Slowly rotate R4 to the right. This increases the operational amplifiers gain, which greatly increases the circuits sensitivity to resistance. When a resistance sensor is made from the LED alone (See page 68), a low resistance across the probes moves the glowing led down. In this circuit, a low resistance moves the glowing led up.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can use the remote link to move the probe and do various experiments. For example, you can insert the probe tips into soil and monitor its resistance. Moist soil has lower resistance than dry soil. You can adjust R2 and R4 so that LED 10 glows when the soil is moist. As the soil dries, the glowing LED moves down.
BUILD A MOISTURE AND WATER DETECTION BUZZER

Circuits that detect moist surfaces and water have many uses. They are used to sound an alarm when basements flood, when boats take on water, and to advise blind people when to stop pouring liquid into a cup or cooking pot. You will build a water detection circuit that sounds the console buzzer when the probe electrodes touch moist skin or are immersed in water.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1: 1M (BRN-BLK-GRN)
- R3, R5: 1K (BRN-BLK-RED)
- R4: 10M (BRN-BLK-BLU)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

   1. □ Push power and display switches off.
   2. □ Insert probe card in sensor socket.
   3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J3).
   4. □ Insert Q1 at A1 (S), B1 (D) and C1 (G).
   5. □ Insert R1 across L4 and E6.
   6. □ Insert R3 across K2 and ground.
   8. □ Insert R5 across C4 and J4.
   9. □ Connect M1 to ground (WHT).
   11. □ Connect B5 to -9V (WHT).
   12. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
   13. □ Connect spring 2 to E10 (RED).
   14. □ Connect spring 17 to L3 (BLU).
   15. □ Connect spring 16 to ground (BLU).
   17. □ Connect spring 22 to ground (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

   Remove electrical charge from your body by touching a grounded object. Check your wiring for errors. Push the power switch on. Moisten your fingertips and place them across the exposed probes. Adjust J1, console pot R2 until the buzzer just sounds. Remove your fingers and the buzzer is silent. Connect the probe card to the remote link. Dip the probes slightly into the water, and the buzzer sounds. Remove the probes and the buzzer is silent. Adjust R2 for best results. Place only the ends of the probes in the water.

3. GOING FURTHER

   Reduce the circuit sensitivity by replacing R4 with a 1M resistor (BRN-BLK-GRN). What happens to the circuit’s sensitivity when you add a drop of lemon juice or vinegar to the water? Both liquids are acids, meaning they greatly reduce the water’s resistance.
BUILD A DIGITAL LOGIC WATER DETECTION CIRCUIT

MOST PROBE CIRCUITS IN THIS MANUAL HAVE AN ANALOG INPUT (272 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER OR 555 TIMER). THIS CIRCUIT HAS A DIGITAL INPUT (4011 QUAD NAND GATE). BY BUILDING THIS CIRCUIT, YOU WILL LEARN HOW FLEXIBLE THE DESIGN OF PROBE CIRCUITS CAN BE.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

\[ \text{4011} \]
\[ R1 = 1K \text{ (BRN-BLK-RED)} \]
\[ C1 = 0.1 \text{ UF (104)} \]

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011 (PINS 8, 9, 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.  
2. □ Insert probe card in sensor socket.  
3. □ Insert 4011 IC across slot (pin 1 at HS).  
4. □ Insert R1 across H2 and A6.  
5. □ Insert C1 across I1 and K1.  
6. □ Connect N1 to ground (WHT).  
7. □ Connect H10 to +9V (WHT).  
8. □ Connect J3 to L3 (WHT).  
10. □ Connect N4 to N7 (WHT).  
13. □ Connect M10 to N10 (WHT).  
14. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).  
15. □ Connect spring 2 to A10 (WHT).  
16. □ Connect spring 15 to 12 (BLU).  
17. □ Connect spring 14 to J2 (BLU).  
18. □ Connect spring 16 to ground (BLU).  
19. □ Connect spring 17 to H4 (BLU).  
20. □ Connect spring 18 to +9V (BLU).  
22. □ Connect spring 28 to ground.  
23. □ Connect springs 23 and 26 (RED).  

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Remove any electrical charge from your body by touching a screw on a light switch or other grounded object. Check your wiring for errors. Rotate the 3M console potentiometer R2 all the way to the left, then push the power switch on. Adjust the 100K console potentiometer R3 to provide the most desirable tone from the speaker. Now rotate R2 until the tone just stops. Touch a moistened finger tip across the probes of the probe card, and the tone returns. Connect the probe card to the remote link to test the circuit with water. Use a spoonful of water in a small plastic cup or soft drink cap to avoid spilling water on your console.
BUILD A LED YES-NO WATER INDICATOR

YOU WILL BUILD A VERY SENSITIVE WATER AND MOISTURE SENSOR. WHEN THE PROBES OF THE PROBE CARD ARE DIPPED INTO WATER OR TOUCHED TO A MOIST SURFACE, THE GREEN LED SWITCHES OFF AND THE RED LED GLOWS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1, R2 (BRN-BLK-GRN) 1 RED LED
- R3, R4 (BRN-GRN-BL) 1 GREEN LED
- R5, R6 (BRN-GRN-BL) 1 GREEN LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert probe card in sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).
4. □ Insert R1 across R4 and R6.
5. □ Insert R2 across R1 and ground.
6. □ Insert R3 across R2 and J3.
7. □ Insert red LED across J2 (anode) and J3 (cathode).
8. □ Insert green LED across T2 (anode) and ground (cathode).
9. □ Connect J4 to ground (WHT).
11. □ Connect spring 1 to -9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect spring 2 to E0 (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 16 to J9 (BLUE).
15. □ Connect spring 18 to ground (BLUE).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Remove electrical charge from your body by touching a GROUNDED OBJECT. Check for errors. Push the power switch on and rotate R1 in console pot R3 until the red LED is OFF and the green LED is ON. Place a moist fingertip across the probes of the probe card. The green LED turns off, and the red LED glows. If the circuit does not work properly, adjust R3 until the green LED switches on when the probes are not touching anything. The circuit indicates when the probes are dipped into water. Connect the sensor card to the remote link. The circuit is so sensitive that it indicates when the probes touch your hand, even if your hand is dry.

3. GOING FURTHER

Use this circuit to check if materials are good insulators. Such materials conduct electricity poorly, if at all. Adjust R3 for maximum sensitivity then touch probes to the materials to test. The green LED glows when the probes touch good insulators like glass, plastic, and dry paper.
BUILD A PENDULUM SWITCH

PENDULUM SWITCHES ARE USED TO DETECT VIBRATIONS AND MOVEMENT. TRANSFORM THE PROBE CARD INTO A SIMPLE PENDULUM SWITCH BY HANGING THE PAPER CLIP FROM ONE OF THE PROBES. THE TONE FREQUENCY FROM THE SPEAKER FALLS WHEN THE PROBE CARD IS MOVED.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

R2: 10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)  
R3: 270 (RED-VIO-BRN)  
C1, C2: 0.1 UF (104)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.  
2. □ INSERT PROBE CARD IN REMOTE LINK SOCKET.  
3. □ INSERT REMOTE LINK IN SENSOR SOCKET.  
4. □ INSERT 555 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT Q5).  
5. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS R10 AND GND.  
6. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS Q2 AND Q3.  
7. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS R4 AND +9V.  
8. □ CONNECT Q3 TO GROUND (WHT).  
9. □ CONNECT Q6 TO +9V (RED).  
10. □ CONNECT +9V TO Q7 (WHT).  
11. □ CONNECT R1 TO 57 (WHT).  
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO S6 (BLU).  
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO 05 (RED).  
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO +9V (BLU).  
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 13 TO R9 (RED).  
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 23 TO R10 (RED).  
17. □ CONNECT SPRING 24 TO S4 (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT


3. GOING FURTHER

THIS CIRCUIT DETECTS VIBRATIONS AND GROUND MOTION CAUSED BY WIND, INTRUDERS, OR AN EARTHQUAKE. IF YOU DON’T NEED THE “TWEET-DEE” SOUND PROVIDED BY THE 555 OSCILLATOR, CONNECT THE PROBE DIRECTLY TO THE BUZZER. CONNECT SPRING 1 TO +9V (WHT), THEN CONNECT SPRINGS 2 AND 21 (WHT). CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).
BUILD A TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED AUDIO OSCILLATOR

Sometimes it's helpful to be advised about a subtle change in temperature by a tone change rather than a visible indicator such as a digital display. You will build a simple audio oscillator whose frequency is determined by temperature.

Parts You Will Need

- 555 timer IC
- R1: 10k (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- C1: 0.1μF (WHT)

Circuit Diagram

- The frequency of 555 audio oscillators is usually changed by means of a potentiometer.
- In this circuit, the thermistor plays the role of a potentiometer.

1. Build The Circuit

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert thermistor card in sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (Pin 8 at Q8).
4. □ Insert R1 across R10 and 50k.
5. □ Insert R2 across C9 and +9V.
6. □ Insert C1 across R1 and ground.
7. □ Connect Q8 to ground (WHT).
8. □ Connect Q8 to +9V (RED).
9. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
10. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
11. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect spring 2 to R9 (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 23 to C16 (RED).

2. Test the Circuit

Inspect wiring for errors. Push the power switch on. You hear a tone from the speaker. If not, push the power switch off and check for errors. The thermistor resistance is around 10,000 ohms, and it decreases when the thermistor is warmed and increases when the thermistor is cooled. If you warm the thermistor card by blowing on it, the tone frequency rises. Heat from sunlight has the same effect. For a more dramatic demonstration, connect the thermistor card to the console using the remote link. Hold the sensor card near air from an air conditioner or heater. The tone frequency falls rapidly when the card is cooled and rises rapidly when the card is heated. Move the card away from the air, and the frequency of the tone gradually returns to its previous value.

Caution: Do not place sensor cards, remote link, or console in liquids near a flame, soldering iron, hair dryer, or other heat source. Liquids and excessive heat may damage the plastic components and delicate sensors. Never spray any chemical intended to cool objects on the sensor cards, remote link, or console. Chemicals may damage and discolor plastic.
BUILD A TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED THERMOSTAT

Thermostats are electronic or electro-mechanical devices that sense temperature. They switch a heating or cooling device on or off when the temperature strays from a desired level. You will build a basic thermostat that switches on an LED when temperature exceeds a preset value.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

![Parts Diagram]

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

![Circuit Diagram]

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert thermistor card in sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 722 IC across slot (pin 1 at 33).
4. □ Insert R3 across H5 and +9V.
5. □ Insert LED across H4 (anode) and J1 (cathode).
6. □ Connect H1 to ground (WHT).
7. □ Connect J3 to +9V (WHT).
8. □ Connect spring 1 to L1 (RED).
9. □ Connect spring 2 to ground (RED).
10. □ Connect spring 1D to L1 (RED).
11. □ Connect spring 1G to J8 (RED).
12. □ Connect spring 13 to ground (RED).
13. □ Connect spring 14 to R1 (BLU).
14. □ Connect spring 15 to +9V (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check the circuit for errors and adjust 10K console pot R1 to its mid-point. Push the power switch on. Adjust 10K console pot R2 until the LED just switches off, when the thermistor sensor card is warmed above its present temperature, the LED glows. Adjust R1 to control the circuit sensitivity range. Caution: Do not place sensor cards, remote link, or console in liquids or near a flame, soldering iron, hair dryer, or other heat source. Liquids and excessive heat may damage the plastic components and delicate sensors. Never spray any chemical intended to cool objects on the sensor cards, remote link, or console. Such chemicals may damage and discolor plastic.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can modify the circuit to switch the LED off when temperature rises. Push the power switch off and switch the connections to pins 2 and 3 of the 272 op amp. Push the power switch on and adjust R2 until the LED just glows.
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BUILD A TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BUZZER

BUILD A THERMOSTAT-STYLE CIRCUIT THAT STOPS THE CONSOLE BUZZER WHEN THE THERMISTOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS A PRESET VALUE. COMPAR THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM BELOW WITH THE ONE ON PAGE 75. BOTH USE THE SAME INPUT COMPONENTS AND CONNECTIONS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT THERMISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J35).
4. □ INSERT Q1 AT A1 (S), B1 (G) AND C1 (G).
5. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS C4 AND J3.
6. □ CONNECT M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
7. □ CONNECT J20 TO +9V (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT BS TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO L4 (RED).
10. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO M4 (RED).
11. □ CONNECT SPRING 10 TO L1 (RED).
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 11 TO +9V (BLU).
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 13 TO GROUND (RED).
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO K4 (BLU).
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO +9V (BLU).
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO A5 (RED).
17. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 2 AND 22 (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CORRECT ANY WIRING ERRORS. ADJUST 10K CONSOLE POT R1 TO ITS MID-POINT. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON AND ADJUST 10K CONSOLE POT R2 UNTIL THE BUZZER SOUNDS. THE BUZZER STOPS SOUNING WHEN THE THERMISTOR TEMPERATURE RISES.

CAUTION: DO NOT PLACE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK, OR CONSOLE IN LIQUIDS OR NEAR A FLAME, SOLDERING IRON, HAIR DRYER OR OTHER HEAT SOURCE. LIQUIDS AND EXCESSIVE HEAT MAY DAMAGE THE PLASTIC COMPONENTS AND DELICATE SENSORS. NEVER SPRAY ANY CHEMICAL INTENDED TO COOL OBJECTS ON THE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK OR CONSOLE. SUCH CHEMICALS MAY DAMAGE AND DISCOLOR PLASTIC.

3. GOING FURTHER

YOU CAN REVERSE THE CIRCUIT OPERATION SO THE BUZZER SOUNDS WHEN THE TEMPERATURE RISES. AS WITH THE LED ON PAGE 75, JUST SWITCH THE CONNECTIONS TO PINS 2 AND 3 OF THE 272 OP AMP.
BUILD A REMOTE TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER

You will build a transmitter that sends the temperature of the thermistor sensor card by flashing an LED. The number of flashes is proportional to the temperature, and they are slow enough to count them.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- Thermistor
- 555 IC
- 100 uF capacitor
- 2.2K ohm resistor
- 470 ohm resistor
- 1 Red LED
- R1-2.2K (Red-Red-Red)
- R2-470 (Yel-Vio-Brn)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

   1. □ Push power and display switches off.
   2. □ Insert thermistor card in sensor socket.
   3. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
   4. □ Insert R1 across R2 (+) and Q2 (-).
   5. □ Insert LED across P1 (anode) and S1 (cathode).
   7. □ Insert R2 across R5 and Q9.
   8. □ Connect Q3 to ground (WHT).
   9. □ Connect Q10 to +9V (Red).
   10. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
   11. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
   12. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
   13. □ Connect spring 2 to R9 (Red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

   Check for wiring errors. Push the power switch on. The LED slowly flashes. The actual temperature (Fahrenheit) is about 2 times the number of flashes in 60 seconds. An exact calibration cannot be given because of slight variations in the values of the thermistor and C1. Caution: do not place sensor cards, remote link, or console in liquids or near a flame, soldering iron, hair dryer, or other heat source. Liquids and excessive heat may damage the plastic components and delicate sensors. Never spray any chemical intended to cool objects on the sensor cards, remote link, or console. Such chemicals may damage and discolor plastic.

3. GOING FURTHER

   You can calibrate this circuit with a thermometer. Place the thermometer and the thermistor card in a refrigerator. After about 15 minutes, remove the thermometer and note its temperature. Insert the thermistor card in the console and count the flashes for 60 seconds. Repeat these steps, placing the thermistor card and thermometer in an air conditioned room and in a shady spot outdoors. Graph your data, with the X axis on the bottom for temperature and the Y axis on the left for number of flashes. Connect the points. Use your graph to measure the thermistor temperature by counting the flashes for 1 minute. At night you can see the flashing LED from a considerable distance.
BUILD A TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED CHIRP GENERATOR

THE CONSOLE BUZZER DOES ITS JOB BY GETTING YOUR ATTENTION. SOFTEN ITS IMPACT BY BUILDING THIS CIRCUIT THAT INDICATES TEMPERATURE WITH A SERIES OF CHIRPS.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT THERMISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 4011 IC IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT H5).
4. □ INSERT Q1 AT A1 (S), B1 (G) AND C1 (G).
5. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS R1 (+) AND 21 (-).
6. □ INSERT C2 ACROSS R2 (+) AND C2 (-).
7. □ CONNECT N1 TO GROUND (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT H10 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT B5 TO +9V (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT H4 TO I4 (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT J3 TO L3 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT L4 TO M4 (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT N4 TO N7 (WHT).
14. □ CONNECT J20 TO J10 (WHT).
15. □ CONNECT J8 TO MB (WHT).
16. □ CONNECT H10 TO N10 (WHT).
17. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO L1 (RED).
18. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO H3 (RED).
19. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO GROUND (RED).
20. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO C5 (BLU).
21. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO A5 (RED).
22. □ CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON, AND THE BUZZER EMITS BRIEF PULSES OF SOUND. ADJUST JAXX CONSOLE POTENTIOMETER R1 TO PROVIDE THE BEST SOUNDED CHIRPS. A CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE WILL CHANGE THE CHIRP RATE.

CAUTION: DO NOT PLACE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK, OR CONSOLE IN LIQUIDS OR NEAR A FLAME, SOLDERING IRON, HAIR DRYER, OR OTHER SOURCE OF HEAT. LIQUIDS AND EXCESSIVE HEAT MAY DAMAGE THE PLASTIC COMPONENTS AND THE DELICATE SENSORS. NEVER SPRAY ON THE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK OR CONSOLE ANY CHEMICAL INTENDED TO COOL OBJECTS. SUCH CHEMICALS MAY DAMAGE AND DISCOLOR PLASTIC.

3. GOING FURTHER

SEE PAGE 77 FOR TIPS ABOUT CALIBRATING THIS CIRCUIT.
BUILD A TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED BARGRAPH READOUT

THE BARGRAPH READOUT CAN BE USED TO MAKE AN ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER THAT RESEMBLES A CONVENTIONAL LIQUID-FILLED THERMOMETER TUBE. YOU WILL BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT USES THE BARGRAPH READOUT IN THIS MANNER.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R2, R3-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT THERMISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J3).
4. □ INSERT R2 ACROSS R2 AND GROUND.
5. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS J1 AND R1.
6. □ CONNECT M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
7. □ CONNECT J10 TO +9V (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO L4 (RED).
10. □ CONNECT SPRING 11 TO L3 (BLU).
11. □ CONNECT SPRING 12 TO GROUND (RED).
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 19 TO J2 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON AND DISPLAY MODE SWITCH TO DOT. ADJUST 10K CONSOLE POT UNTIL A READOUT LED BETWEEN 2 AND 9 GLOWS. THE LED DOT RISES WHEN THE THERMISTOR IS WARMED AND FALLS WHEN COOLED. THE RESPONSE TIME IS SLOWER FOR LIGHT SENSOR CIRCUITS THAT USE THE READOUT. YOU CAN SWITCH THE DISPLAY MODE SWITCH TO BARGRAPH, LIKE A THERMOMETER. SWITCH THE DISPLAY MODE OFF WHEN THE CIRCUIT IS NOT IN USE. CAUTION: DO NOT PLACE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK, OR CONSOLE IN LIQUIDS OR NEAR A FLAME, SOLDERING IRON, HAIR DRYER OR OTHER HEAT SOURCE. LIQUIDS AND EXCESSIVE HEAT MAY DAMAGE THE PLASTIC COMPONENTS AND THE DELICATE SENSORS. NEVER SPRAY ANY CHEMICAL INTENDED TO COOL OBJECTS ON THE SENSOR CARDS, REMOTE LINK OR CONSOLE. SUCH CHEMICALS MAY DAMAGE AND DISCOLOR PLASTIC.

3. GOING FURTHER

SPRING 29 IS INTERNALLY CONNECTED TO READOUT LED 10, MEANING YOU CAN TRIGGER AN EXTERNAL CIRCUIT WHEN THE TEMPERATURE REACHES 10. INSERT THE GREEN LED ACROSS +9V (ANODE) AND A6 (CATHODE). CONNECT SPRING 29 TO A10 (BLU). THE GREEN LED GLOWS WHEN READOUT LED 10 GLOWS.
BUILD A LIGHT-ACTIVATED BUZZER

LIGHT-ACTIVATED BUZZERS HAVE MANY USES. YOU WILL USE THE PHOTORESISTOR SENSOR CARD AND A 272 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER CONNECTED AS A COMPARATOR TO MAKE A SIMPLE LIGHT-ACTIVATED BUZZER.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTORESISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J3).
4. □ INSERT Q1 AT C1 (G), B1 (D) AND A1 (S).
5. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS SPRING 1 AND +9V.
6. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS C4 AND J3.
7. □ CONNECT M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT J10 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT B3 TO +9V (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO K1 (RED).
11. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO GROUND (RED).
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 16 TO -9V (BLU).
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO L1 (BLU).
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO GROUND (BLU).
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO A5 (RED).
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS. BE SURE THAT POWER FET Q1 IS INSTALLED CORRECTLY WITH ITS FRONT SIDE FACING THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE CONSOLE. ALLOW LIGHT TO STRIKE THE PHOTORESISTOR SENSOR CARD. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON, THEN ADJUST IN CONSOLE POTENTIOMETER R2 UNTIL THE BUZZER SOUNDS. SHADE THE PHOTORESISTOR CARD, AND THE BUZZER SWITCHES OFF. IF THE BUZZER CONTINUES TO SOUND WHEN THE PHOTORESISTOR IS SHADED, ADJUST R3 OR THE LIGHT LEVEL UNTIL THE CIRCUIT WORKS PROPERLY.

3. GOING FURTHER

YOU CAN EASILY CHANGE THIS CIRCUIT TO A DARK ACTIVATED BUZZER. FIRST, PUSH THE POWER SWITCH OFF, THEN SWITCH THE CONNECTIONS FOR R2 AND THE PHOTORESISTOR. REPEAT THE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE ABOVE TO CAUSE THE BUZZER TO SOUND WHEN THE PHOTORESISTOR IS SHADED.
BUILD A LIGHT OR DARK ACTIVATED TONE

YOU WILL BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT EMITS A TONE WHEN STRUCK BY LIGHT.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 10k (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- C1: 0.1uF (104)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011 (PINS 8, 9, 12 AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTORESISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT E5).
4. □ INSERT 4011 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT N5).
5. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS F4 AND E7.
6. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS Q1-Q2.
7. □ CONNECT H1 TO GROUND (RED).
8. □ CONNECT E10 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT T4 TO GROUND (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT N9 TO -9V (RED).
11. □ CONNECT E4 TO N4 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT P3 TO R3 (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT R2 TO S2 (WHT).
14. □ CONNECT O1D TO P10 (WHT).
15. □ CONNECT P9 TO S9 (WHT).
16. □ CONNECT S10 TO T10 (WHT).
17. □ CONNECT T9 TO GROUND (WHT).
18. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO F1 (RED).
19. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO GROUND (BLU).
20. □ CONNECT SPRING 10 TO O2 (RED).
21. □ CONNECT SPRING 12 TO P2 (RED).
22. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO +9V (BLU).
23. □ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO G1 (BLU).
24. □ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO GROUND (BLU).
25. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 23 AND 26 (RED).
26. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 24 AND 25 (WHT).
27. □ CONNECT SPRING 27 TO Q4 (RED).
28. □ CONNECT SPRING 28 TO GROUND (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. SHADE THE PHOTORESISTOR WITH YOUR HAND. ROTATE THE JM CONSOLE POT (R2) UNTIL THE BUZZER IS OFF. MOVE YOUR HAND, AND THE BUZZER SOUNDS. ADJUST THE 10K CONSOLE POT (R3) TO CHANGE THE FREQUENCY OF THE TONE.
BUILD A LIGHT-INCREASES-FREQUENCY AUDIO OSCILLATOR

As you know by now, the 555 timer IC provided with your electronic sensors lab is ideal for making many different kinds of tone generators. You will connect the photoresistor sensor card to the 555 to make a light-sensitive oscillator.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- R1-10k (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R2-150 (BRN-GRN-BRN)
- C1-0.01uf (105)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT
   1. Push power and display switches off.
   2. Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
   3. Insert R1 across R10 and 520.
   4. Insert R2 across G9 and +9v.
   5. Insert C1 across Q1 and R1.
   6. Connect Q3 and ground (WHT).
   7. Connect Q10 to +9v (RED).
   8. Connect R4 and S7 (WHT).
   9. Connect T4 and Q7 (WHT).
   10. Connect spring 1 to +9v (WHT).
   11. Connect spring 2 to R7 (RED).
   12. Connect spring 23 to G10 (RED).
   13. Connect spring 24 to S4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT
   Check your wiring for possible errors. Push the power switch on. You should hear a tone from the speaker. If not, shade the photoresistor card with your hand to increase its resistance. When you hear a tone, shade the photoresistor with your hand or dim the room lights to observe how the frequency of the tone changes with the light level.

3. GOING FURTHER
   You can easily alter the basic tone frequency by changing C1. Use a higher value for a lower frequency tone. The + lead of electrolytic capacitors must go to pin 2 of the 555. If the speaker volume is too high, increase R2 to 270 (RED-VIO-BRN) or 470 ohms (YEL-VIO-BRN).

Here's an interesting experiment to try. Change C1 to a larger value so that the speaker clicks or buzzes when the photoresistor is dark. Place the console in a large darkened room or outdoors. Now stand some distance away and point a flashlight toward, but not at, the photoresistor. Changes in the click rate or buzz frequency provide a very sensitive indication of the presence of light.
BUILD A LIGHT-REDUCES-FREQUENCY AUDIO OSCILLATOR

The basic 555 audio oscillator described on page 82 can be modified to provide an oscillator in which the tone frequency decreases when the photoresistor is illuminated. You will build this circuit next.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>BRN-BLK-ORG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>BRN-GRN-BRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.1uF</td>
<td>10V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. Push Power and display switches off.
2. Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
3. Insert R3 across R20 and S1D.
4. Insert R4 across C9 and +9V.
5. Insert C1 across Q1 and R1.
6. Connect Q3 and ground (WHT).
7. Connect Q10 to +9V (RED).
8. Connect R4 and S7 (WHT).
9. Connect T4 and Q7 (WHT).
10. Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
11. Connect spring 2 to T10 (RED).
12. Connect spring 10 to ground (RED).
13. Connect spring 12 to T7 (RED).
15. Connect spring 14 to +9V (BLUE).
16. Connect spring 23 to GND (RED).
17. Connect spring 24 to S4 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Review the circuit for possible errors. Be sure that exposed component leads do not touch one another. Adjust 10K console potentiometer R1 to its mid-point. Push the power switch on. You should hear a tone from the speaker. If not, shade the photoresistor card with your hand while adjusting console potentiometers R1 (10K) or R2 (10K). Adjusting both potentiometers may be necessary. When the circuit is oscillating, shade the photoresistor to observe how the frequency of the tone falls when light strikes the photoresistor.

3. GOING FURTHER

You can control this circuit by adjusting the 10K console potentiometer R1. This pot and the photoresistor form a voltage divider that delivers a voltage to the 555 control input (pin 5). Light changes and the setting of R1 change this voltage. Try disconnecting the wire at pin 5 to see what happens.
BUILD AN OBJECT DETECTOR

Many different sensor circuits can be used to detect nearby objects. You will use the photoresistor sensor card to build an object detector. A green LED glows when an object is placed before the photoresistor. The red LED glows when the object is moved.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 1 RED LED
- 1 GREEN LED
- R1-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R3, R4-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)
- 8765
- □ 1234
- □ 2.72
- □ 1234
- □ 1234

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. Push power and display switches off.
2. Insert photoresistor card in sensor socket.
3. Insert 272 1C across slot (pin 1 at J5).
4. Insert R2 across R1 and ground.
5. Insert R3 across R1 and +9V.
6. Insert R4 across R3 and T3.
7. Insert red LED across I2 (anode) and J2 (cathode).
8. Insert green LED across T2 (anode) and ground (cathode).
9. Connect M+ to ground (WHT).
11. Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
12. Connect spring 2 to K4 (RED).
13. Connect spring 13 to J9 (BLU).
15. Connect spring 15 to ground (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Inspect your wiring for errors. Push the power switch to on. Place a finger over the light sensitive part of the photoresistor card. Rotate the lock console post (R2) until the green LED glows. Move your finger, and the red LED glows. Experiment with the adjustment of R2 and the amount of light at the console.

3. GOING FURTHER

Try this circuit with the extension cable. Push the power switch off and insert the photoresistor card in the cable socket. Insert the cable plug in the console sensor socket. Arrange the position of the photoresistor card for experiments. For example, place the card flat on a table with the light-sensitive side up, and adjust R2 to trigger the red LED when an object is removed from the card.
BUILD A BASIC PHOTORESISTOR LIGHT METER

YOU CAN BUILD A SIMPLE BUT USEFUL LIGHT METER USING ONLY THE PHOTORESISTOR CARD, A SINGLE POTentiOMETER, AND THE LED READOUT. YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO ADJUST THE SENSITIVITY OF THE LIGHT METER.

### PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- Photoresistor
- Potentiometer
- LED
- 9V Battery

### CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

![Circuit Diagram]

IF THE LED READOUT DOES NOT SEEM TO RESPOND TO THIS AND OTHER LIGHT SENSITIVE CIRCUITS, TOO MUCH LIGHT MAY BE STRIKING THE LIGHT SENSOR. COVER THE SENSOR OR PLACE THE CONSOLE IN A DARKENED AREA.

### 1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. **Push power and display switches off.**
2. **Insert photoresistor card in sensor socket.**
3. **Connect spring 1 to -9V (WHIT).**
4. **Connect springs 2 and 19 (BLK).**
5. **Connect springs 14 and 19 (RED).**
6. **Connect spring 15 to ground (RED).**

### 2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

BE SURE YOUR WIRING IS CORRECT. ROTATE THE 10K CONSOLE POTENTIOMETER (R1) ALL THE WAY TO THE LEFT. PLACE YOUR HAND OVER THE PHOTORESISTOR CARD TO SHADE IT FROM ROOM LIGHT. NOW PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO ON AND THE DISPLAY Switch TO DOT MODE. THE LED READOUT SHOULD BE DARK OR THE NUMBER 1 LED MAY GLOW. VERY SLOWLY EXPOSE THE PHOTORESISTOR TO LIGHT WHILE ROTATING R1 TO THE RIGHT. HIGHER VALUE LEDS NOW GLOW. DARkEN THE PHOTORESISTOR TO RETURN THE BARGraph TO A LOWER POSITION. THE LIGHT METER IS MOST SENSITIVE WHEN R2 IS ROTATED ALL THE WAY TO THE RIGHT.

### 3. GOING FURTHER


### INVENTION BOX

WHAT USES CAN YOU THINK OF FOR A ROW OF LEDs THAT TRACKS THE POSITION OF A LIGHT SENSOR? CAN THIS METHOD BE USED TO MOVE A SPOT OF LIGHT ON A COMPUTER SCREEN? (YES.)
BUILD AN ULTRA-SENSITIVE LIGHT METER

THE SUPPLIED PHOTORESISTOR SENSOR CARD CAN BE MADE MUCH MORE SENSITIVE BY ADDING AN AMPLIFIER. CONNECT THE PHOTORESISTOR TO ONE OF THE AMPLIFIERS IN THE 222 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER TO INCREASE ITS SENSITIVITY.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 7 6 5</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 - 10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 - 1K (BRN-BLK-RED)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. Push power and display switches off.
2. Insert photoresistor card in sensor socket.
3. Insert 272 IC across slot (Pin 1 at J5).
4. Insert R1 across I3 and M3.
5. Insert R2 across K1 and M2.
6. Connect M1 to ground (WHT).
7. Connect J10 to +9V (WHT).
8. Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
10. Connect spring 2 to J4 (BLU).
11. Connect spring 18 to J4 (BLU).
12. Connect spring 19 to J1 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check your wiring for possible errors. Then dim the room lights or place the console in a shaded area. Rotate the 1M console potentiometer (R3) all the way to the left. Push the power switch to on and push the display switch to dot mode. If the photoresistor is dark, none or one of the lowest LEDs glows. Slowly expose the photoresistor to light. Higher value LEDs now glow. Darken the photoresistor to return the bargraph to a lower position. For maximum sensitivity, rotate R3 all the way to the right.

3. GOING FURTHER

It may be easier to darken the photoresistor using the extension cable to connect the sensor card to the console socket. You can then place the photoresistor sensor card face down on a flat surface and cover it with dark cloth or paper. This allows you to test the circuit with the room lights on.
BUILD AN OPTICAL FEEDBACK CIRCUIT

YOU WILL BUILD AN OPTICAL FEEDBACK CIRCUIT THAT SENSES THE PRESENCE OF AN OBJECT.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R2-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)</th>
<th>R3-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)</th>
<th>LED 1-GREEN LED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert photoresistor card in sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).
4. □ Insert R2 across I2 and ground.
5. □ Insert R3 across I5 and -9V.
6. □ Insert green LED across I1 (anode) and J4 (cathode).
7. □ Bend LED to photoresistor card.
8. □ Connect M3 to ground (WHT).
10. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
12. □ Connect spring 13 to +9V (BLU).
13. □ Connect spring 14 to I2 (BLU).
14. □ Connect spring 15 to ground (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Be sure your wiring is correct and that the LED points to the photoresistor card. Dim the lights and rotate the 10K console pot (R1) all the way to the left. Push the power switch to on and rotate R1 to the right until the LED just glows. Place a pencil or finger between the LED and the photoresistor. The LED brightens. Remove the object and the LED dims again. For more dramatic results, adjust R1 until the LED is fairly bright and repeat the experiment.

3. GOING FURTHER

This circuit oscillates, producing around 120,000 pulses per second. When light strikes the photoresistor, the amplifier sends less current to the LED, this causes the amplifier to send more current to the LED.
BUILD A LIGHT-ACTIVATED BUZZER

BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT TRIGGERS THE BUZZER WHEN LIGHT STRIKES THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

![Parts Image]

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J5).
4. □ INSERT Q1 AT C1 (G), B1 (D) AND A1 (S).
5. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS L3 AND GROUND.
6. □ INSERT R3 ACROSS C5 AND J3.
7. □ CONNECT M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
8. □ CONNECT J10 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT B4 TO +9V (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO +9V (WHT).
11. □ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO L4 (RED).
12. □ CONNECT SPRING 21 TO AS (RED).
13. □ CONNECT SPRING 22 TO GROUND (BLU).
14. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO GROUND (RED).
15. □ CONNECT SPRING 14 TO K1 (BLU).
16. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO +9V (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO ON. SHIELD THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR FROM DIRECT LIGHT. ROTATE THE 10K CONSOLE POT (22) UNTIL THE BUZZER JUST BECOMES SILENT. REMOVE YOUR HAND, AND THE BUZZER SOUNDS.

BUILD A DARK-ACTIVATED BUZZER

YOU WILL CONVERT THE LIGHT-ACTIVATED BUZZER ABOVE TO A DARK-ACTIVATED BUZZER.

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO OFF.
2. □ MOVE THE RED WIRE AT L4 TO K4.
3. □ MOVE THE BLU WIRE AT K1 TO L1.
4. □ MOVE R1 FROM L3 TO K3.

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO ON. SHIELD THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR FROM LIGHT AND THE BUZZER SOUNDS. ADJUST THE 10K CONSOLE POT (22) TO ADJUST THE SENSITIVITY.
BUILD A LIGHT-ACTIVATED TONE

YOU WILL BUILD A CIRCUIT THAT EMITS A TONE WHEN STRUCK BY LIGHT.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

GROUND UNUSED INPUTS OF 4011 (PINS 8, 9, 12, AND 13).

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT E5).
4. □ INSERT 4011 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT N5).
5. □ INSERT R1 ACROSS G3 AND H3.
6. □ INSERT C1 ACROSS O1 AND O1.
7. □ CONNECT H1 TO GROUND (RED).
8. □ CONNECT E1 TO +9V (WHT).
9. □ CONNECT T4 TO GROUND (WHT).
10. □ CONNECT N9 TO +9V (RED).
11. □ CONNECT E4 TO N4 (WHT).
12. □ CONNECT P3 TO R3 (WHT).
13. □ CONNECT R2 TO S2 (WHT).
14. □ CONNECT O1 TO P10 (WHT).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK FOR ERRORS. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. SHADE THE SENSOR WITH YOUR HAND. ROTATE IM POT (R2) UNTIL TONE IS JUST OFF. MOVE YOUR HAND. THE TONE SOUNDS.

BUILD A DARK-ACTIVATED TONE

YOU WILL MODIFY THE CIRCUIT ABOVE TO EMIT A TONE WHEN DARK.

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH THE POWER SWITCH TO OFF.
2. □ MOVE THE BLU WIRE AT F1 TO G1.
3. □ MOVE THE RED WIRE AT G4 TO F4.
4. □ MOVE R1 FROM G3 TO P3.

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON. SHIELD THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR AND THE TONE SOUNDS. ADJUST THE IM CONSOLE POT (R2) TO INCREASE THE SENSITIVITY.
BUILD A BASIC PHOTOTRANSISTOR LIGHT METER

YOU WILL BUILD A SIMPLE LIGHT METER USING THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD, A SINGLE POTENTIOMETER, AND LED READOUT. YOU WILL LEARN TO ADJUST THE LIGHT METER SENSITIVITY.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCUIT DIAGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Circuit Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. □ INSERT PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. □ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO 19V (WHT).
4. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 2 AND 19 (BLU).
5. □ CONNECT SPRINGS 14 AND 19 (RED).
6. □ CONNECT SPRING 15 TO GROUND (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

CHECK YOUR WIRING FOR ERRORS. ROTATE THE 100K CONSOLVE POT (R1) ALL THE WAY TO THE LEFT. SHADE THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD TO BLOCK LIGHT. THEN PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON AND THE DISPLAY SWITCH TO DOT MODE. THE LED READOUT IS DARK. SLOWLY EXPOSE THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO LIGHT WHILE ROTATING R1 TO THE RIGHT. HIGHER VALUE LEDS NOW GLOW. DARKEST THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO RETURN THE BARGRAPH TO A LOWER POSITION. ROTATE R1 ALL THE WAY TO THE RIGHT FOR THE HIGHEST SENSITIVITY.

3. GOING FURTHER


THE BASIC PHOTORESISTOR LIGHT METER PROJECT ON PAGE 85 DESCRIBES HOW TO MAKE THE LEDS IN THE READOUT FOLLOW THE POSITION OF THE PHOTORESISTOR. TRY THIS WITH THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD. FIRST, DIM THE ROOM LIGHTS AND ADJUST R1 UNTIL LED 1 GLOWS. POINT THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD AT LED 1. MOVE THE SENSOR CARD TOWARD LED 10, AND A GLOWING LED FOLLOWS THE CARD. MOVE THE SENSOR CARD BACK TO LED 1, AND A GLOWING LED FOLLOWS.

INVENTION BOX

THIS CIRCUIT AND THE ONE ON PAGE 85 ARE SIMILAR TO CIRCUITS THAT ALLOW A LIGHT PEN TO MOVE A DOT ON A COMPUTER SCREEN. WHICH SENSOR IS BEST FOR THIS APPLICATION, THE PHOTORESISTOR OR THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR? (THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR IS BEST BECAUSE IT RESPONDS FASTER.)
BUILD A SUPER-SENSITIVE RADIOMETER

THE SENSITIVITY OF THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR SENSOR CARD CAN BE GREATLY INCREASED WITH THE HELP OF AN AMPLIFIER. YOU WILL INCREASE THE SENSITIVITY OF THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR BY CONNECTING IT TO THE 272 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 272
- R1-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R2-1K (BRN-BLK-RED)

CIRCUIT

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. ☐ PUSH POWER AND DISPLAY SWITCHES OFF.
2. ☐ INSERT PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD IN SENSOR SOCKET.
3. ☐ INSERT 272 IC ACROSS SLOT (PIN 1 AT J5).
4. ☐ INSERT R1 ACROSS I3 AND M3.
5. ☐ INSERT R2 ACROSS K1 AND M2.
6. ☐ CONNECT M1 TO GROUND (WHT).
7. ☐ CONNECT J10 TO +9V (WHT).
8. ☐ CONNECT SPRING 1 TO +9V (WHT).
9. ☐ CONNECT SPRING 2 TO L4 (RED).
10. ☐ CONNECT SPRING 17 TO K1 (BLU).
11. ☐ CONNECT SPRING 18 TO J4 (BLU).
12. ☐ CONNECT SPRING 19 TO J1 (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

TO MAKE SURE THERE ARE NO ERRORS, PLACE THE CONSOLE IN A DARKENED OR SHAD ED AREA. NEXT, ROTATE THE 1M CONSOLE POTENTIOMETER (R3) ALL THE WAY TO THE LEFT. PUSH THE POWER SWITCH ON AND PUSH THE DISPLAY SWITCH TO DOT MODE. WHEN THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR IS DARK, NONE OR ONE OF THE LOWEST LEDS GLOWS. AS YOU VERY SLOWLY EXPOSE THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO LIGHT, HIGHER VALUE LEDS GLOW. DARKEN THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO RETURN THE BARGRAPH TO A LOWER POSITION. FOR HIGHEST SENSITIVITY, ROTATE R3 ALL THE WAY TO THE RIGHT. TOO SENSITIVE? CHANGE R3 TO THE 10K POT.

3. GOING FURTHER

AS WITH THE PHOTORESISTOR VERSION OF THIS CIRCUIT ON PAGE 86, IT MAY BE EASIER TO DARKEN THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR IF YOU CONNECT THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD TO THE CONSOLE SOCKET WITH THE EXTENSION CABLE. PLACE THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR SENSOR CARD FACE DOWN ON A FLAT SURFACE AND COVER IT WITH DARK CLOTH OR PAPER. YOU CAN NOW TEST THE CIRCUIT WITH THE ROOM LIGHTS ON.
BUILD A LIGHT-CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR

YOU WILL BUILD AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR WHOSE TONE CHANGES WITH LIGHT. BRIGHTER LIGHT WILL EITHER DECREASE OR INCREASE THE TONE FREQUENCY.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

  1. □ Push power and display switches off.
  2. □ Insert phototransistor card in sensor socket.
  3. □ Insert 279 IC across slot (pin 1 at J6).
  4. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
  5. □ Insert R1 across L3 and M3.
  6. □ Insert R2 across K1 and M2.
  8. □ Insert R5 across R10 and SID.
  9. □ Insert R6 across C6 and +9V.
 10. □ Connect C1 across R1 and ground.
 11. □ Connect M1 to ground (WHT).

  13. □ Connect J9 to Q9 (WHT).
  15. □ Connect Q7 to T9 (WHT).
  16. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
  17. □ Connect Q1 to ground (WHT).
  18. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).
  19. □ Connect spring 2 to L9 (RED).
  20. □ Connect spring 23 to C10 (RED).
  22. □ Connect spring 13 to R9 (BLU).
  23. □ Connect spring 14 to +9V (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

  Check for wiring errors. Push the power switch on. Rotate console potentiometer R4 to the right, and you hear a buzz. Shield the phototransistor card from light. The frequency of the buzz decreases. Rotate R4 to the right to increase the tone frequency.

3. GOING FURTHER

  You can increase the tone frequency by changing C1 to 0.01 uF (103). Connect the phototransistor card to the remote link and you can point the phototransistor at various light sources.
BUILD A PHOTOTRANSISTOR FEEDBACK CIRCUIT

PAGE 87 SHOWS HOW TO BUILD AN OPTICAL FEEDBACK CIRCUIT USING THE PHOTOSENSOR CARD AND A GREEN LED. HERE YOU WILL BUILD A SIMILAR CIRCUIT THAT USES THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR CARD AND A RED LED. YOU WILL LEARN WHY THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR RESPONDS BETTER TO RED LIGHT THAN TO GREEN.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert phototransistor card in sensor socket.
3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J3).
4. □ Insert R1 across K2 and M2.
5. □ Insert R3 across J3 and K3.
6. □ Insert R4 across J1 and J3.
7. □ Insert red LED across IS (anode) and I6 (cathode).
8. □ Bend the LED toward the phototransistor card.
9. □ Connect M4 to I7 (wht).
10. □ Connect M1 to ground (wht).
11. □ Connect J2 to +9V (wht).
12. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (wht).
13. □ Connect spring 2 to K4 (red).
14. □ Connect spring 1D to +9V (bul).
15. □ Connect spring 11 to L1 (red).
16. □ Connect spring 12 to ground (red).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for errors. Make sure the LED is pointing to the phototransistor card. Dim the lights and place the console where the phototransistor is nearly dark. Rotate the 10K console pot (R2) to the left. Push the power switch on. Rotate R2 toward the right until the LED glows. Place a pencil or finger tip between the LED and phototransistor. The LED brightens. Remove the object and the LED is as dim as before. As with the circuit on page 87, you can adjust the circuit for more dramatic results. Rotate R2 until the LED is fairly right. Repeat the experiment.

3. GOING FURTHER

The phototransistor responds to both red and green light, but it responds to red better than to green. To prove the phototransistor responds to green light, replace the red LED with a green LED. Install the green LED in the same direction (anode at I5 and cathode at I6). Repeat the tests done above.
BUILD A LIGHT BEAM AUDIO RECEIVER

BUILD A SENSITIVE LIGHT BEAM RECEIVER THAT CONVERTS INFRARED SIGNALS FROM A TV REMOTE CONTROL UNIT INTO SOUND. LEAVE THIS CIRCUIT IN PLACE TO BUILD THE CIRCUIT ON PAGE 95.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.  
2. □ Insert phototransistor card in sensor socket.  
3. □ Insert 272 IC across slot (pin 1 at J5).  
4. □ Insert 386 IC across slot (pin 1 at A5).  
5. □ Insert R1 across H1 and M4.  
7. □ Insert C1 across H1 and K1.  
8. □ Insert C2 across D7 (+) and F7 (-).  
9. □ Connect M1 to ground (WHT).  
12. □ Connect D1 to ground (RED).  
13. □ Connect C10 to +9V (WHT).
14. □ Connect spring 1 to +9V (WHT).  
15. □ Connect spring 2 to H5 (RED).  
17. □ Connect spring 11 to C1 (BLUE).  
18. □ Connect spring 12 to ground (RED).  
19. □ Connect spring 13 to -9V (BLUE).  
20. □ Connect spring 14 to L1 (BLUE).  
21. □ Connect spring 15 to ground (RED).  
22. □ Connect spring 23 to F10 (RED).  
23. □ Connect spring 24 to ground (RED).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

This circuit is very sensitive. If you hear a loud buzz, it is probably detecting the room lights, which are modulated at 60 hertz by the power line. Stop the buzz by pointing the phototransistor away from the light or by switching the light off. If the speaker squeals loudly, move the red wire away at spring 2 from the 386 amplifier. Adjust 10k console pot R4 to control the volume. Adjust 10k console pot R2 for best sound.
BUILD AN LED TRANSMITTER FOR THE LIGHT RECEIVER

You will build a simple LED transmitter that sends a rapid stream of pulses to the light receiver on page 94. Be sure to leave the circuit on page 94 in place. You will build this circuit on the unused space at the bottom of the breadboard.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED

- 8765
- 555
- 47UF
- R6-10K (BRN-BLK-ORG)
- R7-470 (YEL-VIO-BRN)
- 1 RED LED

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

1. BUILD THE CIRCUIT

1. □ Push power and display switches off.
2. □ Insert 555 IC across slot (pin 1 at Q5).
4. □ Insert R7 across P5 and Q8.
5. □ Insert C3 across S9 (+) and ground (-).
6. □ Insert LED across P1 (anode) and S1 (cathode).
7. □ Connect Q1 to ground (WHT).
8. □ Connect Q10 to J9 (WHT).
9. □ Connect T4 to Q7 (WHT).
10. □ Connect R4 to S7 (WHT).
11. □ Connect spring 16 to R9 (BLU).
12. □ Connect spring 17 to Q9 (BLU).

2. TEST THE CIRCUIT

Check for wiring errors. Be sure you have not disconnected any wires on the receiver circuit. Remove the phototransistor card from the console socket and connect it to the console using the remote link. Dim the room lights to prevent interference. Rotate the 4M console potentiometer (R3) all the way to the left. Push the power switch on. The LED flashes very slowly. Rotate R5 to the right until the LED flashes rapidly. Point the phototransistor card at the LED. You will hear a loud buzz from the console speaker. Move the phototransistor card away and the volume of the buzz decreases sharply. The buzz may not entirely disappear, even when the phototransistor card is completely blocked since some of the pulsing signal is sent directly to the receiver. Some of the signal is sent through the shared power supply connections. The remainder is sent as an electromagnetic pulse to the receiver wires.

3. GOING FURTHER

The receiver is very sensitive. If this is a problem, reduce the value of R3 in the receiver circuit (page 94) from 4M to 10K (BRN-BLK-YEL) or even 1K (BRN-BLK-ORG).
GOING FURTHER WITH ELECTRONIC SENSORS

There are many circuits and projects that you can build using your RadioShack Electronic Sensors Lab. You can also build permanent versions of the circuits in this manual or circuits that you design. You can find standard circuit boards, electronic parts, hardware, enclosures, soldering materials and other supplies at RadioShack. Remember, of course, that the circuits in this manual are for educational use, science projects and just plain fun. They are not designed for any health purpose or for any application in which property or people might be injured.

Here are some ideas for additional projects and applications:

1. Around the House
   Use a phototransistor or photoresistor and a light source to design an annunciator system that sounds a buzzer when a visitor at your front door breaks a light beam. Use a phototransistor, photoresistor, or magnet and magnet switch to build an electronic mailbox indicator that flashes after the mailman opens your mailbox. Use a phototransistor to make a portable tester for infrared remote control units.

2. Science Projects
   Use a light-sensitive radiometer to record the level of sunlight at the same location at noon for a full year. Adjust your circuit so that it gives the highest signal on a bright, clear summer day. Use a thermistor to build a remote thermometer that indicates temperature with a blinking LED.

   Use a magnet and hall sensor to make a seismometer sensitive enough to detect distant earthquakes. You will know your circuit is very sensitive if it detects traffic on a nearby highway.

3. Experimental Circuits
   Substitute sensors of your own selection into various circuits described in this manual. For example, solar cells are excellent light sensors. Be sure to observe the specifications of the sensor to avoid damaging it.

   Add digital integrated circuits to your sensors Lab kit and design circuits that interface sensors with digital circuits.

   Build a light-sensitive circuit that is activated by a spot of light on a computer screen. Then write a simple computer program to trigger a buzzer or tone when the light spot is present.

4. Just for Fun
   Use a photoresistor to design an electronic musical instrument that is played by a flashlight beam.

   Use a photoresistor or phototransistor to make an optoelectronic dart board that triggers a buzzer when you manage to flash a spot of light at a target. Mount the light sensor at the center of the target.

   Use a photoresistor or phototransistor to make a light-triggered buzzer circuit and place it in a refrigerator. When the door is opened, the buzzer will sound.
GOING FURTHER WITH ELECTRONIC SENSORS

THERE ARE MANY CIRCUITS AND PROJECTS THAT YOU CAN BUILD USING YOUR RADIOSHACK ELECTRONIC SENSORS LAB. YOU CAN ALSO BUILD PERMANENT VERSIONS OF THE CIRCUITS IN THIS MANUAL OR CIRCUITS THAT YOU DESIGN. YOU CAN FIND STANDARD CIRCUIT BOARDS, ELECTRONIC PARTS, HARDWARE, ENCLOSURES, SOLDERING MATERIALS AND OTHER SUPPLIES AT RADIOSHACK. REMEMBER, OF COURSE, THAT THE CIRCUITS IN THIS MANUAL ARE FOR EDUCATIONAL USE, SCIENCE PROJECTS AND JUST PLAIN FUN. THEY ARE NOT DESIGNED FOR ANY HEALTH PURPOSE OR FOR ANY APPLICATION IN WHICH PROPERTY OR PEOPLE MIGHT BE INJURED.

HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR ADDITIONAL PROJECTS AND APPLICATIONS:

1. AROUND THE HOUSE
USE A PHOTOTRANSISTOR OR PHOTORESISTOR AND A LIGHT SOURCE TO DESIGN AN ANNUNCIATOR SYSTEM THAT SOUNDS A BUZZER WHEN A VISITOR AT YOUR FRONT DOOR BREAKS A LIGHT BEAM. USE A PHOTOTRANSISTOR, PHOTORESISTOR OR MAGNET AND MAGNET SWITCH TO BUILD AN ELECTRONIC MAILBOX INDICATOR THAT FLASHES AFTER THE MAILMAN OPENS YOUR MAILBOX. USE A PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO MAKE A PORTABLE TESTER FOR INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL UNITS.

2. SCIENCE PROJECTS
USE A LIGHT-SENSITIVE RADIOMETER TO RECORD THE LEVEL OF SUNLIGHT AT THE SAME LOCATION AT NOON FOR A FULL YEAR. ADJUST YOUR CIRCUIT SO THAT IT GIVES THE HIGHEST SIGNAL ON A BRIGHT, CLEAR SUMMER DAY. USE A THERMISTOR TO BUILD A REMOTE THERMOMETER THAT INDICATES TEMPERATURE WITH A BLINKING LED.

USE A MAGNET AND HALL SENSOR TO MAKE A SEISMOMETER SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO DETECT DISTANT EARTHQUAKES. YOU WILL KNOW YOUR CIRCUIT IS VERY SENSITIVE IF IT DETECTS TRAFFIC ON A NEARBY HIGHWAY.

3. EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITS
SUBSTITUTE SENSORS OF YOUR OWN SELECTION INTO VARIOUS CIRCUITS DESCRIBED IN THIS MANUAL. FOR EXAMPLE, SOLAR CELLS ARE EXCELLENT LIGHT SENSORS. BE SURE TO OBSERVE THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SENSOR TO AVOID DAMAGING IT.

ADD DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS TO YOUR SENSORS LAB KIT AND DESIGN CIRCUITS THAT INTERFACE SENSORS WITH DIGITAL CIRCUITS.

BUILD A LIGHT-SENSITIVE CIRCUIT THAT IS ACTIVATED BY A SPOT OF LIGHT ON A COMPUTER SCREEN. THEN WRITE A SIMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO TRIGGER A BUZZER OR TONE WHEN THE LIGHT SPOT IS PRESENT.

4. JUST FOR FUN
USE A PHOTORESISTOR TO DESIGN AN ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT THAT IS PLAYED BY A FLASHLIGHT BEAM.

USE A PHOTORESISTOR OR PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO MAKE AN OPTOELECTRONIC DART BOARD THAT TRIGGERS A BUZZER WHEN YOU MANAGE TO FLASH A SPOT OF LIGHT AT A TARGET. MOUNT THE LIGHT SENSOR AT THE CENTER OF THE TARGET.

USE A PHOTORESISTOR OR PHOTOTRANSISTOR TO MAKE A LIGHT-TRIGGERED BUZZER CIRCUIT AND PLACE IT IN A REFRIGERATOR. WHEN THE DOOR IS OPENED, THE BUZZER WILL SOUND.